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INTRODUCTION

As part of a Nation-wide program of the United States Government to
develop natural resources, funds were made available to the Bureau of Mines
for the investigation of the "Reduction of Iron Ores by Solid and Gaseous
Fuels." These investigations are concerned with the direct production of
iron from its ores without the use of a blast furnace. Many processes have
been proposed for the low-temperature reduction of iron oxides, but few have
been developed to commercial use. High-quality sponge iron is produced com-
mercially only in Sweden,

The cost of iron production depends in part on the grade of the ore and
increases with decrease in grade. The substitution of cheap natural gas in a
sponge-iron process for expensive coke in smelting in the blast furnace would
partly compensate for the use of low-grade ores, If a process can be devel-
oped in which inexpensive natural gas can be used as fuel and reducing agent,
the large deposits of low-grade iron ore and the natural-gas resources of
east Texas may be vtilized in the commercial production of sponge iron.

Sponge iron may possibly be used to supplement scrap iron, pig iron, or,
in special instances, wrought iron, Sponge iron will vary but slightly in
composition and will contain little or no nickel, cobalt, manganese, copper,
and other allowying metals, It is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain
choice scrap iron of nonalloy composition. Pig iron contains 1.5 to 3.0
percent silicon and 3.0 to 4.5 percent carbon. Sponge iron generally con-
tains less carbon than pig iron.

" The Madaras Steel Corp. in Longview, Tex., built a semicommercial-scale
sponge-iron plant which was intended to be operated in conjunction with a
steel foundry. The process is based upon the reduction of preheated iron ore
with hot reducing gases under pulsating pressure. Although the Madaras Corp.
had previously experimented with the production of spenge iron by reducing
the ore with pure hydrogen, several attempts to use a re-formed natural gas
as the reducing agent in this pilot plant were unsuccessful. The Bureau of
Mines leased this plant and conducted an extensive investigation of the
Madaras process on a semicommercial .scale.

The experiments were not entirely satisfactory, partly because of mechan-
ical difficulties and partly because the reducing gas was not of the best
quality. However, much information on the production of reducing gas by
re-forming natural gas and on the reduction of iron ore with re-formed natural
gas was obtained,

The sponge iron produced contained approximately 0.1 percent phosphorus;
and, after melting in an electric furnace, the iron contained approximately
0.15 percent phosphorus. The results of attempts to improve thc orc by ore-
dressing methods were not encouraging.
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PLANT AND PROCESS

A schematic diagram of the plant is shown in figure 1 and a photograph
in figure 2, In the Madaras process, heated reducing gas is passed through
a stationary bed of preheated ore. The reducing gas enters and leaves the
reaction chamber or reducer in pulsations caused by the operation of two
quick-opening valves, one on the inlet and one on the outlet of the reducer.
As the outlet or upper valve of the reducer is closed, the lower or inlet
valve is opened, and the reducing gas rushes in until about 35 pounds pres-
sure is developed, At this pressure the inlet valve closes, the outlet
valve opens, -and the spent gas is expelled to the atmosphere, The relative
positions of the pulsating valves are shown in figure 1. Figure 3 shows the
operating cycles of the pulsating valves, .

Three principal reasons were involved in the choice of pulsating of
flow: (1) The building up of pressure would cause deeper and more effective
penetration of the gas into the ore particles; moreover, .increased pressure
increases the quantity of reacting gas in a given volume, thus increasing the
rate of reaction. (2) Channeling of the gas stream would be climinated.
(3) Reduction of pressure would result in quick removal of most of the partly
spent gas.

The reduction of iron oxides by methane and ethane is very slow, and the
reactions are highly endothermic. To provide a more reactive gas, carbon
monoxide and hydrogen were produced by partial combustion of the hydrocarbons
in the natural gas,
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Figure 2. - Sponge-iron plant, Longview, Tex.

Figure 6. = Surge-tank burner in place.
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Reducing gas was prepared by mixing air (preheated to 1, 550°. F.) with
natural gas (preheated to 600° F,) under 40 pounds pressure in a catalytic
chamber charged with nickelized alundum cubes, The gas formed by such treat-
ment consists of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitro-
gen and small quantities of unchanged methane and heavier hydrocarbons and
cracked hydrocarbons.

On leaving the generators, the gas passes into a surge tenlk, which damps
the fluctvation of pressure caused by the pulsating valves and prevents dis-
turbance of the equilibrium of the pressure in the generator, After the re-
formed gas leaves the surge tank, it passes through the pulsating valve into
the reducer and through the ore.

: The preheaters and generators are in duplicate. The plant was designed
with two natural-gas converter units in parallel, but it was ¢ifficult to use
both converters at the same time,

In the discussions of operation, ‘temperatures are given in degrees Fahr-
enheit and pressures in pounds a square inch; endothermic heat reactions are
indicated by a minus (-) sign &amp;nd exothermic reactions by a nlus {+) sign,

DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

Natural gas was delivered to the plant at approximately 200 pounds pres-
sure from a gas well several hundred yards distant. The pressure vas reduced
at the plant to 120 pounds, Two air coupressors were used to supply air,
Thé air was heated in a coil of 2k turns, 4 feet in diameter, The. tubing
used for the coil was type 309 Cb stainless steel, 2-1/k-inch o.d, and 2-inch
i.d. Natural gas was heated in 3 turns of 2 i-foot-diameter coil of standard
1-1/4-inch pipe. Heat was supplied by gas burners directed on these coils,
and the air and gas were heated in their respective coils, enough burners
being used to heat the air to 1,1550° F, and the natural gas from 550° to
600° F, It was inadvisable to heat the gas to a higher temperature because
of possible decomposition of methane, which would cause deposition of carbon
in the coil, "Because of this relatively low temperature, an alloy coil was
not needed for the gas. On the other hand, the coil in which the air was
preheated had to be of alloy steel to withstand both temperature and 45 .
pounds pressure. Both coils were set in a well-insulated cylindrical furnace,

Air and Gas Mixer

The heated air and gas are passed to &amp; mixer, appropriately called a
"swirler." A drawing illustrating its position and function is shown in
figure 4. Much difficulty was experienced in this phase of the process, and
numerous changes were made in the design of the swirler to obtain a more
thorough mixture of air and gas. It is very important to have an intimate
mixture of air and gas both for effective re-forming of the gas and pre-
vention of damage to the surrounding equipment. The extremely high temper-
atures in the zone of the swiler necessitated the use of the best heat-
resisting alloy obtainable.
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The air and gas passed from the swiler into a small mixing chamber, which
is in the form of the frustum of an inverted cones This chamber was constructed
of alloy metal rather than refractory, since, when refractory alone was used,
it was found that the impingement of the swirling hot gases at high velocity
would cesuse erosion.

Above the mixing chamber was placed a high-temperature refractory plate
6 inches in diameter and 1-1/4 inches in thickness, containing 85 holes
3/8=inch in diameter, It served four purposes: (1) To keep the catalyst
out of the mixing chamber, (2) to aid in distributing the gases evenly as
they entered the catalytic zone, (3) to increase the. velocity of the gases
that the early reaction would not be limited to the very bottom of the cata=-
lytic chamber, and (4) to stop the swirling action and cause the gases to
enter the re~forming zone in a vertical flow. Attempts to substitute high=-
temperature alloy screens for the high-temperature refractory plate failed.
Very fine, high-grade, alundum cement was satisfactory material for the plate,

Gas Generator and Catalyst

* The catalytic chamber was an inverted cone. This shape reduced the
velocity of the gas mixture and permitted longer contact with the catalyst.
On the other hand, it vas necessary that the gases have sufficient velocity
to insure that combustion would teke place within the catalytic bed and not
in’ the mixing chamber or swirler zone. The chember itself was constructed
of high-temperature fire brick. Details of construction are shown in figure k,

The catalyst was prepared by sosking l-inch alundum cubes in a boiling,
saturated solution of nickel nitrate, After 4 hours of such treatment, the
cubes were removed and heated in an oxidizing flame until all the brown
nitrous fumes werc expelled, This left the catalyst in the form of nickel
oxide on the suriacc of the alundum carrier and ready for charging into the
generator, As much as 1,200 pounds of this catalyst was charged at one time.
The welght of the catalyst was T4 pounds a cubic foot, and when in place it
contained 50 percent voids.

Gases leaving the re~former passed to the surge tank through a l2-~inch
pipe lined with 4 inches of insulation.

Surge TenkandBurncr
The surge tank resembled a large, comprossed-air receiver in a vertical

position. It was lined with 9 inches of insulating fire brick and hal/2
inches of high~tomperature fire brick, The volumc was 520 cubic feet. When
the pulsating valve opencd on the outlet side of the surge tank, the gascs
were swept into the reducer. When the valve closed, the gases were stored
under increasing pressure until the valve rcopenod.

A burner was installed in thc bottom of the surge tank to provide addi~
tional heat to the reducing gases by direct combustion into the surge tank.
A drawing of the burner is shown in figure 5 and its installation in figure 6
(fol. ©». 4). The heat added to the systom in this menncr helped to bring the
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ore to reduction temperature, but the addition to the reducing gas of carbon
dioxide and water vapor from the products of combustion to the reducing gas
was a disadvantage.

ORE REDUCERS

The ore reducer vas similar in shape to the surge tank, but its volume
was only 240 cubic feet, The cylindrical wall wes insulated to a thickness
of 15 inches, The bottom was a 45° conical zone cast from insulating mate
rial, This slope was made to facilitate the removal of ore at the end of a
reduction period. Sketches of the reducer are shown in figures 7 and 8.
The plant was originally designed to use two reducers, the second being
directly above the first and in series with it, It was intended that the
spent reducing gases leaving the lower reducer should pass through the upper
reducer, preheating and partly reducing the next charge. By this method of
operation, a semicontinuous process might be approached.

~The entire plent was covered with aluminum paint for the conservation
of heat.

Sponge-Iron Storage Cars
On the completion of reduction the sponge iron was discharged through a

12-inch gate valve in the reducer bottom into three storage cars of 80 cubic
feet capacity. A photograph of the sponge-discharging operation is shown in
figure QO.

It was necessary to use great care in cooling the sponge iron to prevent
reoxidation. While the cars were being filled, natural gas was passed into
them to displace the air.’ (See fig. 10.)

Control Room
Because of the rather large size of the pilot plant and the impractica=

bility of reading instruments in awkward and distant places, most of the
instruments were placed on a panel board in a control room where most oper=
ating data could be obtained during a reduction neriod. Gas samples were
taken as close to their immediate source as possible, Temperature and pres-
sure readings came from the same point as the gas samples and were relayed to
the control room, A gas gravitometer and carbon dioxide continuous recorder
also were located in the control room, with provisions for switching the
instruments to various points of the system at any time,

The chromel-alumel thermocouples were protected by chromel-type T tubes,
Leads from all thermocouples were connected to pyrometers in the control room.

Gas analyses were made by the standard Bureau of Mines method in a
Burrell gas~snalysis apparetus.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF PROCESS

" Investigations at Longview were divided into two phases: (1) Gas re-
forming and (2) ore reduction.

In previous operations of the Madaras Steel Corp., the gas re-forming
equipment was not satisfactory, and the data on its operation were not com~
plete, Api to re-~form natural gas in a manner similar to that describedby Maier? had not produced a satisfactory gas over a period of time necessary
to complete a reduction test. Therefore it was necessary to obtain informa-
tion regarding the operation of the generators before investigating the
reduction of ore,

A series of tests was outlined to determine the most effective operating
conditions for the production of reducing gas without too intricate a program.
On conclusion .of these tests, the gas was not entirely satisfactory,

The requisites of a good reducing gas are:

l. Low carbon dioxide content,

2. Low water-vapor content.

5s High carbon monoxide content.

L. High hydrogen content.

De. Complete or nearly complete decomposition of hydrocarbons,

6. Absence of residual oxygen and illuminants,

fo Temperature of gas, above 1,800° F, but below 2,000° F, If the .
temperature is too high, the particles of” ore agglomerate and dis-
chavge is difficult,

The most important factors that influence the process are:

l. Air and ges nixing.

2s .Alriges ratio,

3 Temperatures of preheat,

h. Quantity and velocity of air-gas mixture entering the generator.

5. Pressure in vessel during re-forming,

6. Type, amount, and condition of catalyst.

af Maier, Chas. Ga, Sponge-Iron Experiments at Mococo: Bureau of Mines
Bull, 356, 1937, 81 pp.
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7. Quality of natural gas available.

8. Quality of compressed air available.

0, Design of generator.

A series of tests was underteken in which the variables were investigated
in the following order:

1. Air and gas rate.

2. Alr:gas ratio.

5 Pressure in generator.

L, Air temperature.

5. Depth of catalyst bed.

The least ancurit of catalyst that would remain undisturbed in the
generator was. 535 pounds, which was equivalent to the volume qf the inverted
cone and formed a layer *¥ inches in depth.

The following factors were constant in the tests in series 1:

l. Catalyst, 535 pounds.

2, Generator pressure, 45 pounds a square inch.

3. Air:ges ratio, 2.h:l.
Lh, Air temperature, 1,525° F.

5. Gas temperature, 550° F.

The effect of varying the rate of flow of the air-gas mixture is shown
in the following tabulation. The composition of the natural gas used .is given
on page, 19.
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Series 1

Variable tested, rate of flow of air-gas mixture

7 ir Rea©Semple Yio, = c.f.0. | top temp., «| Sp. gr.
17 connosivesivn 382 1,300 C. TL
18.eescncesss 369 1,530 677
I0ssevervones 30k 1,575 L670
20ssnnemansns Lhg 1,600 680
Bh uswmrmanns 498 1,670 515
ER wns nannies Bh 1,425 .659
Cossansnansns } 3%. 11320 672

Gas analysis, percent

_ Sample number
La : } 3 j20 i £1 J ‘ g
00040048 HT | 24° i Jy i.
T1ilum, sees to -

LF &gt;. wt) .,
Hosees sense 7 121s
Bes vanvesn | i i pr 13 15.9
Collgunssnne | :

Phen sssense ° | 7 , {&lt; ta r Inlad
Movessssees 45,9 {45,2 bo. 143.0 [3,5 Ar _ koa

The results of tests in series 1 indicate that an air rate of approxi-
mately 380 c.{.m. yields the best results with the above constants.

In the next series of tests 380 c.f.m. of air was considered a con-
stant and only the air:gas ratio was varied, all other factors remaining
same as in series 1,

1060 10"
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Series 2

Veriable tested, air:gas ratio

 ‘Air:gas Generator Cas
Sample, No, ; ratio _|.ov temp,, “F.| Sp. exhu nvs ravines 1.98 31 1,520 Os 50
Eessvosaves 2edZ 3 1 1,500 E19RE . 219 s 3 1,490 67
Slensvesnese 2.30 : 1 1,485 .665
Bl ess ervonss Ba 30 : 1 1,490 «665
uw sve vue 2.43 . 3 13510 668
Bens evsnnne 2.58 : 1 1,510 L671
ecoesscnes r 2470 . 3 13515 +679
Bsseeroenns 02 1 Y.. 03058 685

Gas analysis, percent

— A
isa 2h 25 26 i 2 20 | 20 1.20 |. 31 Li

CODessseensscsscsns ! 1.7 1.51 1.5 {31, | ded 1,3; O. : 3. | 1.8Ilium, ceveccsnanes | i 4 wi | a . 4 alt A i. | “2 +e
Opessesssscosonsanet "ol | 1.207) 1 3.7(2) | WB] o30 3.4(2)] 9 1.7(7)Hoeevesooancsonnnns 26.1127.4 30.8: 06.2ir32.6033.,4131.332.6{28.6re 2.7 x.8115,3i1k.1 14.6113.7
CoHesssacosssansees tT. - | 21 1 1.8 j 1.73.6 bain - .6! 2.6
CHjiecocosssscacsons 18,016.21 BeT 1 6.0 | 6815.3 : De3. 50! 1.3
Noessesoseessnvacas 40,3139.91044.6 7.6 H2.5140,4 14k] bh, 7149.6

~The best reducing gas was found in sample 29, which shows that under
these conditions the most satisfactory gas is obtained when the air:gas
ratio is approximately 2.5.1: 1.

The third point investigated was the effect of variation in generator
pressure, using as constants the previously determined conditions namely,

l. Catalyst, 535 pounds.

2+ Alrviges ratio, 2.5 1 l.

5¢ Alr fiow, 380 cel

Lh, Air temperature, 1,525° F.

5. Gas temperature, 550° F.-

Results are as follows:
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Series 3 R=

Variable tested, generator pressure
DE uenerator -

top pressure Gensbitor : Gas,

DDsessessessee 20 1, 85 i Oe 93
LPL LC TR 30 1,515 | 672
assesses 5 1,540 : 672
580 evn snisivie ns hn 1,550 ,668
{sss sessnsns be 1,510 .669
Wes ieuvavsae + 1,515 670
Fesssssensss — 60 1,505 i «668

Gas analysis, percent

CT TTT Tame gumber,
B00. en sinnnivinini ;

Ill, ssuseee
Onsvassssvssel J
Hosavsvesosese To 2
COunsvennnnnre sd
Colles ssnne vse
CHjieeeoscassas ’
Hoseeesevncsse ’

The data of series 5 indicate that the best gas is obtained at a pres-
sure of 60 pounds a squere inch. During operation at this pressure the
generator shell became excessively heated in spots, indicating that the
gases were penetrating the lining and coming in contact with the shell,
Since the quality of the gases produced at 40, 45, 50, and 60 pounds a
square inch pressure was nearly constant, 45 pounds was chosen for future
tests,

Constants for the fourth series of tests were as follows:

1. Catalyst, 535 pounds.

Re ALY Tlow, 300 c.f...

3+ Alriges ratio, 2.5 3 1.

k, Generator pressure, 45 pounds a square inch,

The variable to be tested was the temperature of the air-gas mixture.
Since the air and gas preheater coils are in the same furnace, any increase
in heat input to raise the air temperature will simultaneously increase the
gas temperature,
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Series 4

Variable tested, air and gas temperature

TTTTTTTTTT Preheat temperature, OF. Generator | Gas,
Sample Ilo, ~~ _ ~~ _Alr i, Gas | top Ss. En ils ge
Desvnsssnene 3,350 | 525 %; 25 ; 0. 2

Bl .aknrvvanne 1,400 fe 515 1,455 : .683
2 naman rene 1,450 i 600 1,460 : : L678
Ses nesses 1,500 + 638 1,465(2) | 670
Bho wvniennn nn 1.550 y 4 605 1,460(2) 251

Gas analysis, percent

CTTTTT TT Semplemumber

eam. TETHER
COnesssesescnscs i ? 1;
I1llun. wow "
ODsssecesscacas . - 2.1)
HDeosooseoscsss ! VRC. 30.4
COsvoeencesases o ‘ + INT 14,0
CoHGessessoonas : t -

CHliesnvisnsvave 10. ; sont | et 9,2
Nosesssessissne U3.(44.57 40,040.39;01,7

‘Increases in alr and gas temperatures tend to improve the quality of
the gas produced. Despite the contamination by oxygen of sample 4k, this
gas was believed to be the best, and the temperature of 1,550° F, was chosen
as a constant for subsequent tests. Higher temperatures for preheating the
air were not tried because of the physical limitations of the alloy heater
coil and also because higher temperatures might have caused decomposition of
the gas in the heater coil.-

A review of the data obtained shows the constants determined to be:

1.7810 20ow,« BO cL 8

Ze Hirigas ratio; "2.37 N,

3. Generator pressure, 45 pounds a square inch.

hk. Air temperature, 1,510° to 1,550° F,

5. Gas temperature, 590° to 620° F,

The results of tests in series 4 showed that preheat temperatures in the
ranges given produced practically the same quality of gas.

Constants for the minimum practical depth of catalyst bed having been
determined, the object of the tests in series 5 was to determine the effect
of increasing the amount of catalyst in the generator.
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Series D

Variable tested, depth of catalyst

) 7 Catalyst‘ Generator | Gas,
SempleIo. lelght Deoth, inches | top temp. He) SPs BT.HN etsosanssae 535 | 3, 0 a 0.071

i 5eeenssnsnens f 635 | ~ 38 1,603 . irdreal680
Aleve vssosnpnt., [55 ta z3 : i 3,600.. 4 + «697

Gas analysis, percent . Cs

CTTSemplenumber
v= TTi LL vik Ei) %_

COnuuasennennn 1.6 | 1X | 1.5 ake
I1llum. ceseees 5 Bo 3"
Oneesssessises “2.4(2) i 3 Pr 2
Hoessossecenes 30.4 130.9" 13h 2",DOudesnsveness TNO|°TMB2500CollGevesnsnans 1 -l:
Clesecocennses 10,5(7)
Noeseesoerenee ‘Ye La 133:0(2)

Percentages of methane recorded in tests in series 5and 6 are questioned
because the percentages of hydrogen and carbon monoxide are high, Methane,
and to a small extent ethane, is the source of hydrogen and carbon monoxide,
and the volume of methane ought to decrease as the volumes of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide increase. The percentage of nitrogen is questioned because
it is obtained by difference; and, if methane is too high, nitrogen is too low,

It is apparent that an increase in depth of catalytic bed improved the
quality of the gas. It seemed possible that a further increase in depth of
bed might decrease the temperature of the gas, The quality of the gas pro-
duced from a bed 30 inches in depth was the best obtained in the series of
tests made up to this point; because of limitation of time, no further in-
croases in depth of catalyst bed were investigated. It did scem advisable to
test the constants previously established with-the newly determined depth to
bed to determine if the same relationships existed.

The first veriable tested with the deepor catalyst bed was the air flow,
Constants used in the tests were:

1. Catalyst, 735 pounds, 36 inches depth.

Pe. Alrigas robic, 2.0 $.ds
%. Generator pressure, 45 pounds a square inch.

bk, Air temperature, 1, 450° ¥.

5. Gas temperature, 550° F.

1°"OY 14
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Series 6

Variable tested, air flowSo Air Tiow,| Generator_|Gas,vamnle Io, Su. Tt,/min,|toptemp,,°F.!sp.ar.Dar esrvians are : 0 Ls 00 : ) o. 19
37 vo nms env vinnie 410 Nel 1,600 : 684

Re 455 1,655 «| ».681
Lo, seessesesssn ; 493 i da20 i 2688

Gas analysis, percent

TTTsaremameTo
|

CO2 ®2 60000000 e

Illum, esosvase
Oo 000s eae aan ?

Ho secessscesas , © au
CoO cess ceca 0ae en XY 15.3
CoHg ceeecoooase Co

CH) ogee os o0econ0 1 ¥vil

No $tesssnvionn } 39ely ee 4 2.9

The best rate of flow is approximately 380, cubic feet of air a minute.

The effect of varying the air:gas ratio was tested with the following
results,

Series 7
Variable tested, air:gas ratio
a

| Alr:gas | Generator |. Gas,
__semple No, ratio top temp, °F: SDs .
BOs ts snvssnenes 2.22 7 1 | 1,610 rh 0.681

Plesercacnnacas 2.32 . 1 1,640 676°
D2¢senannnncansl 2.5% + 1 | 1,640 Ea "678
Ds bere vevnesne: 2.45 : 1 : 1,640 ie : 671
is riinirerein ss 2,60 : 3 1,650 *J666
DE  maccvinnnssans 2.70 . i 1,645 678
Briar Nr, Se 18 + 3 1,645 } __«690

Gas analysis, percent

TT 3 ee Sample number
mETR “YT BEE a
O00 uss vnnvnne re . 3.5 1.5 3. Z a id

TATE vienees © 3 | Anggeipern y [usu bios 5
Oss sssasnsses . =H rnin 5) { - 38] i
Hopsstnwosnses &gt; | Z0 7 22k. | 2249 32.3 | 31 J
ssseersorsie ¥ 31.7% 36.2% ‘36-5 rik TP
CollGevavesenins -

Cis sisndsvss = 2 ~ : . , awd
Hpeesssasncnns 5 . 40.0, 40.3 hu { iC “ 2 ) 43,0
1/ Semple contaminated. .

. - ny ~o106¢Q ie
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- Results of tests in series 7 show that there is no appreciable differ-
ence in the quality of the gas when the air:gas ratios are between 2.5 : 1
and 2.7 : 1, However, during test 56, with an air:gas ratio of 2.78 : 1,
carbon deposited on the catalyst and caused excessive back pressure. For con-
verting thé natural gas available in Longview the theoretically correct
air:gas ratio is 2,5 : 1. Therefore, it was decided to use this ratio as a
constant in future tests.

Because of mechanical conditions it was impossible to maintain an
unvarying air:gas ratio throughout. .a run.

The final variable to be tested was the ‘generator pressure. For this
series of tests the following constants were ugcd: _..

1. Catalyst, 735 pounds, 38 inches. .- =~

2, Air flow, 380 c.f.m, |

Be Alriges Tokio; L490 Le

4, Air proheat; 1,540°.F,
5. Gas prcheat, 610° F,

Serics 8

Variable tested, generator top pressure

- ) Generator |. Generator 5%
top pressure top temp., F, | SPs gh.

Sample No. 1b. /8q . 4h. Lae ui st
5Ccasesesecsens 25 ¥, 650 1.0.,600
5Jesescscesccee 30 1,010 © | 600
O0senevvnssvune 25. 1,610 a | +505
Bhs eiipins is vow en Lo 1,500 5 ol .w570
62 0annnn anes Ws 1,600 © __...870"

Gas analysis, percentTTTTTTTTsemplemumbere————— re oD OY BB
COnssnvsesssonssnses ER ie] : SE
I1lum, soavevsccvsne ; : ol TPE | vi
Dy snvessevsovnssnns : 5 1 a2 * % +5
Hoceseooooesoococvae 31.6 1 81.7 | ! 32
LO, wsiwsvinviains sos vois 5.05 6° 15.7
Collgesesessesnncanes - ots

CHlisviossessosnssansa - - Tt 3 2.5
Hovis uw wivne sudan sissies 41,5 43.5 40.9

1/ Semple contaminated,
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Gas of the best quality was produced at an operating pressure of 45
pounds.

+ Two short tests were made to determine the effect of increasing the
temperature of the gas. Gas temperatures of 650° and 685° F., were tried,
but the quality of the gas produced was very inferior,

Some Operating Difficulties

- On completion of the series of tests, it was decided to determine
whether the gas generator would produce gas of constant quality for a period
long enough to complete an ore-reduction test. Up to this time, the gener=-
ator had not been in continuous operation for more than 16 hours, but calcu~
lations indicated that the generator would have to function properly for
more than 24 hours if any data were to be obtained on a continuous operating
schedule.

When continuois operation was attempted, numerous difficulties were
encountered, The first of these was contamination of the natural gas.
Ordinarily the gasoline would. be present as a vapor and as such presented no
difficulties, butin cold weather it condensed and accumulated at various
points in the natural-gas line until the liquid was blown in surges into .the
gas~preheating system and onward to the generator, When this condition
arose, the proper air:gas ratio could not.be maintained. Oxygen was defi= -
cient, and carbon was deposited in the bottom of the generator, This in-
creased the back pressure, as the carbon retarded the flow of the air and
gas. Excessive deposition of. carbon also poisoned the catalyst and proe~’
moted channeling of the gases. If the air:gas ratio was increased the excess
air burned the carbon, and fusion of all carbon-coated surfaces would result,
A gasoline scrubber to remove the gasoline was designed, and thereafter
little trouble could be attributed to this source,

During the period of investigation of continuous gas re-forming,
another difficulty was experienced in the bottom of the generator, Jmmedi-
ately above the gas nixing chamber, an 18-8 alloy screen was employed to
support the catalyst in the conc of the re~former., This screen could not
withstand the temperatures in that area but fuscd after a few hours of oper-
ation and was blown into the catalyst chamber by the inrushing airand gas,
Fusion of the catalyst was promoted by fluxing action of the melted alloy.
This destroyed the catalyst and necessitated its removel before operations
could be continued. To solve this problem, a refractory screen was made from
a high-grade alundum cement. The cement was mixed with water to the con-
sistency of putty and rammed into a mold 6 inches in diameter and 1-1/b
inches in depth. After this had dried at 212° F, for 24% hours, 85 holes,
3/8 inch in diameter, were drilled through the semidried screen, When the
holes had been drilled, the screen was placed in a muffle and gradually
heated to 2,000° F., at which tomporaturc it was cured for 48 hours.

The swirler that mixed the air and gas also caused trouble. At the
top of the swirler, 30 holes 1/16 inch indiameter were drilled for the out-
let of the gas. In numerous tests, it was found that the top of the swirler
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and areas within an 8-inch radius fused from extreme temperatures. Although
the cause of fusion was not known dedinitely, it was thought that the gas
outlet holes were so smell that the gas came out with sufficient velocity to
cut entirely across the air stream and impinge on the alloy-tubing liner, . .
resulting in surface combustion that produced enough heat to fuse the re~
fractory. To rectify this condition the gas~outlet holes were inlarged from
1/16~inch to 3/8-inch diemeter, thus lowering the gae velocity. No further
difficulties were experienced from this source.

When these difficulties had been overcome, the operating characteristics
of the generator were slightly different. For the purpose of further do~-
creasing the amount of methane in the re-formed gas, the amount of catalyst
in the converter was increased to 1,200 pounds, or a depth of 62 inches,
This added amount of catalyst decreased the methane content and improved the
reducing ges slightly. Additional amounts of catalyst had no beneficial
effect on the quality of the gas.

Continuous operation of the generator was never achieved, Accumulation
of carbon on the catalyst gradually destroyed its effectiveness. The use. of
steam to prevent rormation of carbon or to remove ‘that already formed did
not prove satisfactory, After periods of operation, the carbon was removed
by shutting down the generator and carefully admitting air to burn out
the carbon.

The more important data obtained from the investigation of gas re-
forming have been placed on graphs for comparison of results and are shown
in Cigwey'il, 12,13, ond 1k.

Comparison of Theoretical Re-formingand Actual Results

Computations for both theoretical re-forming and for the actual results
obtained at Longview are given in the following pages. It is known that the
extent of the changes in composition of the gas will depend on several
factors, such as the catalyst and the relative concentration of the constit-
uent gases, but any attempt to consider such factors would lead to such
great complexity as would detract from intercst in the main problem ~ reduc-
tion of iron ore, The discussion of theory shows the methods of computation
and the results that might be approximated in practice.
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FIGURE 12.- Percent reducing gases vs. generator pressure.
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Composition of natural gas

TTT TT Tictuel.analysis, | Analysis used in calculations,me ee pinREEIONEooimedmnssmssitrtornpiosfpBSTGOIY,stronCHieesseae 02,67 nD Ly
ColHGeosnss 22)
CoS esivns 77) =
Ci E10ue vos 40) D.6h 5.64
C5H1Desees .19) -
Coli eenne .06 .
COneesvsse 1.50 1.30NDseessone i "9 } ~—— 37 2—ns100,00 100,00

Computation is based on 1 cubic foot. of natural gas. All
hydrocarbons heavier than methane are considered together as
ethane,

Negative sign.indicates endothermic reaction.

Positive sign indicates exothermic reaction.

For simplicity in calculation, it is assumed that carbon is
in the gaseousstate. —

Calculations are on the basis of 1 cubic foot of natural gas and the
necessary amount of saturated air to combine with it, The calculations of
volumes are as follows:

For methane: CHy + 1/2 0p = CO + 2H,

Cubic fect: 0.9267 0.4633 = 0.9267 1.95%

Air required; 0.4633 x 100 = 2,2062
21

For ethane: Colig + Op i! = 2 CO + 3H,

Cubic feet: 0.0564 0,056k 0.1128 0.1692

Air required: 0.0564 x 100 = 0,2686
21

Total dry air required for combustion to carbon monoxide = 2,2062 + 0,2686 =
2.5748 Cll, TL,

Nitrogen sdded in alr = 2.4748 x 0,79 = 1.9551 cu. ft.

The air used was saturated with water vapor. At the assumed temper-
ature 25 F., the velter vapor in 1 cu. Tt, of ‘saturated air is 1.73
percent.

 4/hmericenGasAssociation,Combustion:1952,poWo.7
1069 a
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The volume of saturated air required is 2.4748x100 = 2.5184 cu. ft.
98.27

The volume of water vapor added is 2.518% x 0,0173 = 0.0436 cu. ft.

The volumes of the gases produced by combustion with this volume of eir
will be as calculated ahove.

The calculated composition, after partial combustion with 2.5184 cu. ft.
of air saturated with water vapor, would be

Gas - Cubic feet Percent
CO 0,9267 + 0.1128 EL eaBo... L.853k + .0.1608..2.0206i...359.83€0p 0,0130" . 14 aeDA30 26
Np 0.0039 + 1.9551  1,9590 38.56
HO 0.0436 .0h36 : .86

BOTT 100,00

If stoichiometric relations held true, a gas containing not more than
60.3 percent of combined hydrogen and carbon monoxide could be produced.
Equations given for re~forming show that there is an increase in volume from
the reactions involved.

- Since the re-forming method was to proceed in a pressure system it was
borne in mind that pressure has the greatest effect on that phase of the
reaction involving the greatest number of molecules, Hence, pressure would
tend to reverse the desired reaction.

On the other hand, increasing the. pressure in a gaseous system tends to
increase the rate of both the forward and reverse reactions. The presence
of a catalyst also increases the rate of reaction and the ideal catalyst will
increase the rate of reaction in one direction only.

Taking all these factors into consideration, it seemed that the net
effect of pressure would be to produce a re-formed gas at a high rate but
not a high conversion,

THERMAL. REACTIONS

Decomposition of ethane:

CoH-—&gt;CHY + C + Ho = 18.9 b.t.u. a cu. ft. = 18.95/ X10,056k ie 1,07 B.t.us

Decomposition of methane:

Total volume of methenc is 0.0267 cu. £5, from original gas
. plus 0.0564cu, ft. from decomposition of ethene

0.9851 cu. Lt.

5/ Pacific CoastGas Assoc. , Ges Engineer's Handbook : McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1934, p. 354.
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CHC 4 clo bot 91.65/ Beltelle a Cle te - 01,5 - 0.9831 = 20.05 Detalles

Combustion of carbon to carbon monoxide:

From ethane

Density of ethane = 0.0805L/ Ib, 2 cu. TL,
Weight of ethane = 0.0803 x 0.0564 = 0.0045 1b.
Weight of total carbon = 0.0045 x 0.80 = 0.0036 1b.Weight of free carbon = 0.0036 # 2==0.0018lb.From methane

Density of methane = 0.04258/ 1b. a cu, The
Weight of methane = 0.0425 x 0.9831 = 0.0417 1b.
Weight of free carbon = 0.0817 x 0.75 = 0.0313 1b.

Heet of reaction C + 1/2 0, = C0, + 39642/ B.t.u. a 1b.

3964 x-{0,0018-4+ 0.0313) = 131.21 B.t.u.

Net heat of reactions of decomposition -of ethane and methane and combustion
of free carbon to carbon monoxide: oe atin

131,21-= 1,07-= 90,05.= 40,09 B.t.u. 5

. Air leaving the preheater has a temperature of 1,550° F.

Heat losses will cause a temperature drop of not more than 150° F., so ‘that
the actual temperature of air entering the generator is about 1,400° ¥,
Natural gas leaving the preheater has a temperature of 600° to 650° F,, and
it is safe to assume that it reaches the generator at 500° FF,

The heat content of air and water vapor above 60° F.10/ would be:

25 lon. TH. 100 sirias S800 nl Ning VERLI0 BL Ua.
0.0436 cu. ft. of water vapor at 29.95 = 1,51 B.t,u,Total heat brought in at 1,400° F, oi E.tol.

The heat content above 60° F, of the natural ges at 500° F, is:

Ons Cubic foot B.bute gow. IG. Baise
Chl, 0.9267 US
Coll .C56h 15.37 87
by 0730 10.92 14
Ne 20059 Bell .03

1.0000 15.27 B.tuu.

~/ Work cited in footnote5,DP. 35k. Co | |
7/ Work cited in Tootnote 5, p. 100,
3” Work cited in footnote 5, p. 100.
8 Work cited in footnote 5, p. 173.
10/ Work cited in footnote 5, p. 102.
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Net heat of air, water vapor, and natural gas entering the generator is:

63.41 + 15.27 = 76.68 Betoun. for 2.475 cubic feet of air, 0.0436 cubic
foot of water vapor, and 1.0 cubic foot of natural ges.

It has already been shown that 40,09 B.t.u. is given off from the re=~
forming of 1 cubic foot of natural gas. The total heat available to heat
the products is 40.09 + 76,68 = 116,78 B.t.u.

Tablel which gives the heat content of gases at temperatures within the
range of operation, shows that the theoretical calculated temperature is
approximately 1,200° TF,

TADLE 1, - Heat in products

(Above 60° F., at 1 atmosphere pressure)

TTT BO, 85 © Beutel. 86.1 "Buta,at| Biten,at )
2 i 1

Lalor, L.f000 7B, a S000 Fe 1 aD00" FB.
Cubic | 1.0 ; : HE, 0 | 43,0 | } 1.0 |

fest ku, ft. Total lou, £1. 1Total low. L£b.i0otal lou. fb.) TotalCOsvossee 11.0395|32,86|34.16}26.9B0.01125,00]26.05]21.67122,13Houseoses 2.0226 135,03 | 66.811 29,07|58.80]25.16|50.89|21.28|4%.0k4COneesese ; 40130 149,46 | 64| 43.08 .56|36.85481307|LhoHpesseees 149590 32.86 | 6h, 37! 28.96 156,715'25,09|49,15|21,27|41,67Be0 ees} JOE B32] 1.6) 3,05 {1.3 225) LAB '2m.0! Loy
SOL Free WmII

1/ Sensible heat above 212° F, was used to calculate the heat effect due
r BO H50. .

To show what actually happened during re-forming, several things must
be considered:

ls 1. Analysis indicated that nearly all of the gases produced contained
about 7 percent of unchanged methane. This amounts to approximately 36
percent of the original methane,

: 2. The temperature of the gases in the re-forming zone of the generator
exceeded 2,100” TF,

5. The temperature of gases leaving the generator was always above
1,500° F, and below 1,550° F, when equilibrium was reached. Loss of heat
by radiation was responsible for the drop in temperature.

bk, The pressure in the generator was animportant factor in the quality
and temperature of the exit gases,

5. The condition and amount of catalyst used in the generator arc
factors affecting the quality of the gas produced.
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6. Although complete re-forming was not obtained, the best gases were
made when the required theoretical ratio of approximately 2.5 volumes of air
to 1 of gas was used. If either substantially higher or lower ratios were
used, the quality o-the gases was lowered.

The sum of methene and ethane, considered as methane, in 1 cubic foot
of the natural gas is 0,983%1 cubic foot. If it is assumed that 0,30 cu. It.
of this does not react, the smount reacting is 0.9831 - 0.35 = 0.6331 cu.
ft. This 0.6%3L cu. ft. of methane weighs 0.6331 x 0.0425 = 0,0269 pound.
The weight of carbon contained in methane reacting is 75 percent of 0,0269 =
0.0202 pound,

There was added 2.4750 cu. ft. of dry air for each cubic foot of natural
gas. This contained 2.4750 x 0,21 = 0.5190 cu. ft. of oxygen and 2.4750 x
0.19 = 1.9952 cu. Tt. ofnitrogen,

Since only 0.6331 cu. ft. of methane was decomposed, the reaction

0.6331 0.6331 1.2662
produced only 0,633 cu. ft. of carbon, considered as gaseous, and 1.2662
cu, ft. hydrogen.

This 0.6331 cu. ft. of carbon required for the reaction

C+ 1/2 05 = CO

0.3165 cu. ft. of oxygen, and 0.5198 =~ 0.3165 = 0.2033 cu. fi. of oxygen
remained which could react with methane, Assuming the reaction

CH, + 20p = COp + 2HN0

the quantities involved would be

0.1017 + 0.2033 = 0,1017 = 0.2033.

This leaves 0.3500:-= 0,1017 = 0.2483 cu, ft. of unchanged methane.

On the basis of these calculations, the composition of the gas produced
would be:

Gas Cubic feet Percent
CHy 0.2433 0.2463 5.61
GG: 4.655) ~.633% -  1h,31
Cn ',0030 ++ ,1017 AcaI!
Hr 1.2662 1.2662 28.62
No +0039 + 1.9552 1.950) 4,28

w.6 Tupomn ec2285 oC 5D
4, 4247 © 100,00
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This theoretical analysis closely approximates the actual composition
of the reducing gas obtained. The percentages of carbon dioxide and water
vapor are greater than those actually obtained because the oxygen available
vas not adequate for complete combustion of undecomposed methane, and some
carbon monoxide and hydrogen were produced and less carbon dioxide and water
vapor than are shown.

Conclusions on Re-forming of Gas

The re~forming of natural gas under pressure, with the methods used at
Longview and with the equipment available,’ was less satisfactory than had
been expected. The inability to produce reducing gas of higher quality was
largely responsible for the failure to obtain high reduction of the iron ore
in the subsequent tests. Carbon dioxide and water vapor must be eliminated
before efficient reduction can be insured. It is obvious that the re~forming
of gas under pressure should be investigated more completely.

ORE-REDUCTION PROGRAM

After development of the most satisfactory procedure for production of
reducing gas by partial combustion of natural gas and rehabilitation and
adjustment of the plant equipment, actual reduction tests were begun. The
ore chosen was from the North Basin area, near Linden, Cass County, Tex.

The principal constituents in an average sample of this ore after washe
ing are:

——aOEa
Fe P S S10, Alp0O3z Free Calcination

Moisture loss
50.1...0.,105.. 0.009 10,08 35.95 i 12.9

The principal iron minerals are goethite, limonite, and siderite.
Attempts to improve the quality of the material by ore dressing methods in
the laboratory’ of the Bureeu of Mines, Rolla, Mo., were not encouraging.

BENEFICIATION TESTS

The most important constituents of the sample tested were as follows:

__Analysis, percent
Fe Insol, Si0p Al~0z Cal F 2B. tg. logs52:52 11.38 9.61 }.50° 0.58 38,1280 Q.05% 1i.00

Semples of the ore were crushed and ground to minus 8~, minus 28«,
minus 100-, and minus 200-mesh. Each sized portion was roasted for 30
minutes in hydrogen gas at 550% C., and the roasted portions were concen=~
trated in a Davis~tube wet magnetic separator, In these tests the minus
200-mesh material contained some magnetic iron oxide in very fine form, and
during operation of the Davis tube this, very fine magnetic material was
whipped beyond the range of the magnetic ficld and washed into the
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nonmagnetic tailing, resulting in a high-iron tailing and a loss of iron.
The best test: was on minus 100-mesh material, -and the data obtained are
as follows:

TABLE 2. =~ Roasting and magnetic separation test, minus 100-mesh ore

I Won; TT TT | Percent
pers o.oo.c00 Anelysis, mepoent | ol... 0f total

Products cent | Fe | Insol.; 510p [A105 | Cal iP 1.8} Ige 1 Fe
i : iv iL } loss

Ma@netiCes oe "55.55161.93 8.57 7.011 4,1510,57 [0.147 10,021 [1.11 99.5
Normagnetic. 14.151 7.11 80,06 178,061 = [1,65 | iid S10,
Compositeess eT 11.54 10.751 | 2] 7100.0 .
Roasted - - ey |

head, minus oS a BR | ! :100~mesh.. 60.0512.28 110.45 | L48 | +304 42334 .0251-2,1k
Unrcasted Piel] + gid | : X
_ hoodeeseneii. D211,58 19,611 bh59! Ski 108: 03h 11.92, LL

The test showed that an appreciable amount of the acid-insoluble mate-
rial in the ore could be removed by roasting and magnetic separation, but
that the major part of the insoluble material was too intimately associated
with the iron minerals to allow production of a low-insoluble magnetic pro-
duct, even with fine grinding. The iron~bearing bauxite in the ore evidently
became magnetic during the roasting process and was concentrated with the
magnetic portion, This probably accounts for the greater part of the
alumina in the magnetic portion. )

The phosphorus content of the ore was high, and test results show a
slight concentration of this element in the magnetic portion. This high
phosphorus content maymeke the ore undesirable in the production of sponge
iron, especially if the sponge product is to be melted and refined in an
slectric furnace,

Beneficiation of this ore with the object of providing a higher grade
sponge” product was not encouraging. Magnetic tests showed that concentration
after reduction would be no more helpful than before reduction.

In the early investigations, the ore was prepared by crushing in a
hammer mill to minus 3/4-inch, .This product was thoroughly mixed with about
I percent cole and 8 percent water and sintered. The sinter was roll-crushed
and sized to minus l~inch plus 3/16-inch to prepare the charge for the re-~
ducer, The minus 3/16-inch sinter was stock~piled becausc resintering of the
finc material produced a very dense product and often resulted in partial
fusion of the orc to a complex iron-aluminum silicate, which was considered
unsuitable for efficient reduction.

The sintering process reduced some of the hydrous iron oxide to the
magnetic oxide, Fez0y, which, with the loss of volatile matter, increased
the iron contont of the product to about 60 percent,
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A rough sketch of the ore reducer with the positions of the thermo=
couples is shown in Tigure 7.

The first three reduction tests were made primarily to determine the
operating characteristics of the plant. The loss of heat by radiation pre=-
sented one of the major problems of the reduction program. Part of the
excess piping through which the reducing gases flowed was removed to de-
crease the heat loss, The second gas generator was built to double the
volume of reducing gas delivered to the ore.

Before reduction, the sintered ore in the reducer was heated: to reduc-
tion temperature by the products of combustion from a natural gas burner
placed in the bottom of the surge tank, This burner is shown in figure 1.
Excess air was used during the preheating period, It was originally in-
tended that the surge=tank burner should be used only during preheating of
the ore and that reduction should be. accomplished entirely. by the gas from
the generator. The loss of heat was so great that it was necessary to con-
tinue to use this burner during reduction, Insufficient air for complete
combustion was used at this time, This made it possible to increase the
temperature of the reducing gas, but this improvement in temperature was
accompanied by some decrease in quality, since carbon dioxide and water
vapor from the burner were added to the gas.

The data from runs in which significant information was obtained are
given in table 3. The gas analyses and the temperatures. are averages for
each run.

Run 4, This run provided the first data of important value.

The reducer was charged with 13,000 pounds of ore and heated to 5,600 &amp;
at the bottom and at the middle and 1,625  F. at the top. Since the reducer
was only about half full, the top thermocouple did not record the true ore
temperature,

After admission of the reducing gas, thc temperaturc of the ore de=
creased rapidly, and at the end of the test the average temperatures were:

Surge~tank outlet 1,50k
Bottom zone 1,556
Middle zone 1,160
Pop gong ol 1.312

The test was terminated after 880 minutes, when no further reduction
was being accomplished, This was determined by means of a carbon dioxide
recorder connected to the spent-gas line,
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TABLE %. ~ Summary oi data on tests for production of sponge iron at Longview, Tex.

a yiiTRunnSTHn9fmi(Rn15(fun15]Bun16Charge, DOWNS sesesevroscsccosnsosevesscnsesns 15,000 | 20,500 1 ,000! 1 ,000 ! 25,000 | 25,000 | 25,000 25,000
Size, Anches, «eo see woe eersieeste ooo eso aveoes ® . -1 +3/16 ll 43/16 tm]. +3/16 -1.45/32 -1. 45/32 pt +5/32 -1 +5/32 ~y +5/32
Time of reduction, MinUteS.sssessensossess 380" 900 760) 1,280} 1,500, 1,180 913 1,580
ete gas to Generators, CU. ©. sewssseess 286,380 B8R.800 219,55 26,080 | ihe 240,405 298: 200) AHat. gas to preheaters, Cue The ewesessess] 49,5611 38] 42,170, 41,310 3,045172,033!45,132]‘SOOio ee to onrover. cn. Th. ye 66% ’6:8%0 | 11, 5k 19,072 | 22,350 | 17.582 | 14,528] 3k ,580
Total nat. gas used, Me fle eocecvecscces he, tes! 323,199 Je. 70¢ 276,708 ° I Lid o% 2200Total iron in charge, perceNtesesesesessss . 50.2 30.2 Sk. 50.1 od ol! . ol
Ee Re i TRC LTE 5,018 | PoE | as ages apoMetallic iron in sponge product, pounds .. h,585! 6,503 6,982 7,169 | 5,807'"10,0521"9,8579,782Total nat. gas used a ton of mel, .ixron .. — NN

produced. ,- cu. Lt. eogessessesnersssocene 149,456 99,585 86,730] 77,194 72, %717 } 65,793 | 72,041 579752
Nat. gas to generators a ton of met. iron ; |

produced, cu, Tt, sesvrespressnssreesedes 124,920 86,913 71,406 60,349 | 55,063 | 47,928 | 60,535 : ho,1k9
friges ratio to generaltorSeicessscessccecs 2.48: 1 2,51:1 1 2,50:1 2,50:1 2.19:1 2.5031 ! 2.5031 2.5211
Gas pulsations a minute to reduCereessssse 6 8 6 6 é 6 6 6
Termerature, “Fe: : he |

Srrae-tonk OuLlet.... vuiisiiviaie soniviaivinivieining 1,504 1,479, 1,560! 1,625 1,447 1,44, 1,501 1,690
Totton Z0hBusanviins sss sinvrne ss avrrsns 1,3% 1,210 1,387 1,42 1,349. 1,360 1,388  1,ke1
Middle ZOMG ss + sun uve ae ywaa anny see 3,161 3,250 1,310 1,332 i 1,247 1,527 1,266 1,354
Ton LONG. vies sys deivninis du vniniviusn's vane vine 3,512 1,327 1,323 1,340 | 1s 057 ; 1,255 1,370 1,463

Reducing ges, -percent: Hg,
HoOsevevoosevssoscsecovacnccssncvoannoone 5.0, f 23 | Rel 4.8 : 349 3.8 fim
COpusosssesoescassocansassveoseserssacce 1:8] : 0 1.8 7240 | 2.0 1.8
TllUleeessvivesscedsocsssscronscovessonecse ? oi J ue! 4 il +3 | ¢ : 0 :
2 CP EPP ES O80 00000 COEPONSBOORNOONOEEDIEOEOYD 7 oi. ® 4 oe » | - :

Biv RO Ter 30.7 | 30.1 | 3031 28.7 | 20.7 31.7 | 20, - ’
5 RRL LL RL Ra 15.3] 0 15.4: ¥ 12.0’ : 1k,9 15.0 14.8 ”

: . teas resesvceissesnssssnnes - 1.0 «0 - ‘ - - a E . 5 ’

rarer sazasnar 8.9 9.4 Te2 71.0 Te3 L.C 548
Hovswsssnnsnsvsantnesnsondensntnseserone, 30.8 40,1 ko.6 4,8 b1.6 h2.2 2 3.8

no - - ZF "eL069 i!
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.. TABLE, 3. . ~ Summary of data on tests for production of sponge iron at Longview, Tex. (Cont'd. )

CL or  |Runk [Rn6-TRun8Run 9 [Run 12| Run13 | Run 15|Run 16
Sponge, product, percent: | y ” |

TLEAL RELY LRA RAY NST ATTY 67.8| 67.0| 69.31 73.60 73.6] 72.3] 76.7 75,3
Metallic iron seeeeseseeessssoasansnaens hi.1 26,5 49.7 58.5 Le 57.9] 60. 58.5
Reduotion "uve died tiudedd, 60.6 54.5 Tio? 79.5 15.3 80.1" 78.7, 78.1
TrsoluBYe de rd, 17.6 17.k 18.2 18.4 13.1 18.Q 16.0 15.8

_ Phosphorus sve ssesesesasssisane ides sive of i . 0G i

 — Run 17 | Run 18 {Run 19 | Run 20 [Run 21 | Run 22| Run 25 |Run26CharES, 'POUIOS cvs dinitesesrssnsssssderee 25,000©55,500725,00023,00025,00025,00025,000£5,000S1z6, INCHES iesevestssessnssnssnssarvess =1 45/32 -1/245/%2F1 45/32 -1 45/32 -1 45/32 -1 45/32 -1 +5/32 =1 +5/32
Time of reduction, mMIMULEs vuvevivededides 1,330 1,550 1,350 , 1,330 1,680 1,330 960 960Nat. gas to generators, cu. ft. J... .v0..' 212,800|220,780(210,140'211,470254,600,210,930!154,460]157,440Nat. gas to preheaters, cu. ft. seeseeeesor 41,074 | 42,899|40,705"39,378Lb,745139,571!23,922]28,025Nat. gas to surge-tank burner, cu. ft. .:. 37,772|26,600|37,77229,26043,68035,24534,560]48,768Total nat. gas used, cu. ft. «Jesedodiive. 291,646|200,279288,617'280,108243,025285,746|212,942'234,233Total iron in charge, percent s.e.vieidies. 50.1 60.5 ..50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1
Total iron in «charge, Pounds wesvessdiveve 12,8525 | 20,067 °' 12,585 12,528 12,525 12,525! 12,585 12,525
Metallic iron in sponge product, pounds .. 9,231 13,214 10,220 + 9,406 10,220 10,358 9,757 10,020
Total nat. gas used a ton of met. iron | |

produced, one Lhe seevenivnevmevvavasioes: 63,188 43,925 56.481 59,559 67,128 55,174 43, 649] 46,753
Nat. gas to generators a ton of met. irdn- : #

produced, Cus fte seesescavirecsenereves 46,106 33,416 41,123 | 44,965 L49,824 40,728 31,661] 31,425
Alriges vaio 10 generators vevrvdered iver 2.51:1 2.4931 2.51:1° 2.49:1 2.51:1 2.50:1: 2.,50:1 2.50:%
Gas pulsations a minute to reducer ..eseoess’ 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 3
Temperature, ©F.: ; - CY

Surge~tank Outlet ‘wuss siiss ivi ediverved 1,643 1,636| 1,711 1,595 1,719 1,800 1,499 1,658
BobLom ‘ZONE sess iveve said duds dudeevivy 1,418 130) 1,492 1,h17, 1,442 1,437, 1,513, 1,575Middle 2006 usin svennrieeiivididesdueey 1,339 1,416 1,450 14% 1,438 1,546 1,378] 1,4okTOD. 2008 wewsivesvasviidividranii fiegue, A AE5. 1,461] 1,362 1.398! 1,394 1,485. 1,343; 1,490
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B.1s 3925 TABLE 3. -SwmaryofdataontestsforproductionofspongeironetLongvicw,Tex.(cont'd)eer re eer———————— nLSY TRHEHBNAmmTRETT
Reducing gas, percent: 7 |

HoOseoeoooeesesesssssssssnasssnssnnsssee = %5 ’ 1 bl bo 3.5 5,6
COs snnasnnesnessenhsessesesresrinsesonssne = 2.0 : 0 2.5 1.9, 2.1
Illum,. 0000000000000 000000060000000080FCOERS * | : 9 | &gt; 5) | ; ol T - ? wl | -

Doueessesnsnssssssssvnrsssnsendavenessos st W +8 | nt ou | A Ub wd’ 2
Hosscsseoveisnesnssnvosnssansassnssnnnse ’ 26,2 ee 28,2 | 25.5 £309 ide { 26.5
OOuunsnssssnsssvasnsnssesrssssssnsnsessine 1k.9 1,2 1» 95 1 1k,3 12.3 Co 15.6
CoH ©00000000000000000000000000000000000 . : -~ . -

a anan  raanitess pra rs ip oF | oy 2 349 | Cod Tel
Hovesoesessvanansssovosnsssornenseonvs sn 46,2 45.8 *’ i” | 49,3 | 51.0 : ns bh.9

Sponge product, percent: : § )
TOIBL ra seererreniveriimomsesiivoss THE! 722 M61 TB TN PAE] SEE TE
Motellio 1Pon..vesesssverasvrsaevsnnsses 5h.6 ' h7.1 62.1 55.3 58.3 1 6L.S5 | 45.2 29.1
Reductions ssvssessssasssssnsosssassersnds 12.7 65,2 81.6 TOel 81.6 | 82.7 17.9 80.0
Tns0luablesssssensssnannnsssvasnsssnses dn 1k,7 12.5 14,0 14.0
PAONTOTUy yl 0 000 0 5% wa . i i . ri

1/ Samples lost.
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As long as the percentage of carbon dioxide in the spent gas was sub-
stantially greater than that in the reducing gas, reduction was taking
place. The difference between these two percentages decrcased as the rate
of reduction decreased, and when they were substantially the same the re-
duction had gone as far as was possible under the existing conditions,

The highest temperature reached in the reducer during the reduction was
1,450° F, in the bottom zone. The pressure at the outlet of the reducer .
pulsated six times a minute from 4% to 30 pounds a square inch,

Screen and chemical analyses of the reduced ore from test 4 are as
follows:

Size Weight, percent Reduction, percent
-3/% 43/8 inch . 3L.9 S.7
~-3/8 inch +5 mesh 21.5 59.4
~5 +10 mesh 20.0 62.7
=10 420 mesh T+é 69.4
-20 +65 mesh 10.5 EBS
-65 mesh Sal pL

Run 5, This run was only partly completed when the gas from the geri
crators became so poor that it wes necessary to stop operations,

Run 6. This run differed from run 4 mainly in the amount of ore
charged. During previous preliminary reduction tests when both gas gener=-
ators were in operation, the velocity of gas admitted to the reducer with
cach pulsation was so great that the ore was alternately lifted and dropped
in the chamber. This pulverized the ore to some extent, and an appreciable
amount of the fine material was blown out through the stack. A larger quan-
tity of orc was placed in the reducer to prevent lifting of the orc.

The reduction was somewhat lower than in previous tests, which fact is
¢xplained by the larger quantity of orc charged to the reducer.

The screen and chemical analyscs for this tost were as follows:

Size Weight, percent Reduction, percent
-3/h 43/8 inch 17.9 ji
-3/8 inch +5 mesh 54.6 56.1
~-5 +410 mesh 14,1 61.1
=10 +20 mesh BZ 62.4
~20 +30 mesh Bel 68.6
~30 +60 mesh mero 65,8
-60 mesh 60.6

The results show that reduction of the finc sizes 'was greater than
that of the coarse sizes on sintered orc: .
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To increase reduction it was decided to crush the raw ore and size on a
3/16~inch screen, The minus 3/16-inch material was sintered and mixed with
the minus 3/4-inch plus 3.16~inch size. The sintered fine ore had high
porosity ‘and so little strength that it could not support the weight of the
charge without some crumbling. It was necessary to charge the reducer care-
fully in order to prevent plugging of the gas inlet by an accumulation of
Tine material.

Run 7. Data obtained had no value because the sponge reoxidized and
fused before it could be removed from the reducer,

Run 8, Sintered and raw ore were mixed in equal quantities. Although
both gas re-formers were used, lifting of the charge was prevented by
placing fire brick and large lumps of ore in the inlet area, so that there
was little resistance to the flow of the gas in the smaller area.

The capacity of the surge tank burner was increased and a higher pre-
heat of the ore was obtained than in preceding runs. The temperature of
the ore Just before admitting the reducing gascs was:

Bottom zone 1,350
Middle zoné 1,750
Top zone 3,500

The average temperatures during the reduction are shown in table 3.

A portion of the samplc from this test was hand-picked to determine
the difference in reduction between sintered and unsintercd orc. The re-
duction of the sintered orc was 63.0 percent, and that of the unsintercd
orc was 75.8 percent. Although the porosity-of the sintered orc was
higher than that of thc unsintered orc, the density of the surface of the
former was so great that it retarded tho rate of reduction as compared to
that of thc raw orc. - When the unsintered orc is heated to reduction tom~
perature and the natural water and water of crystallization are driven
off, the structurc bocomes porous and cracks arc formed, with thc result
that more surface is cxposcd to the action of the reducing gases,

Although this test was informative in regard to tht type of material
that should bc charged to the reducor, the reduction was not satisfactory
because the temperature had been too low,

Run9. Again the capacity of the surge-tank burncr was incroascd to
obtain higher temperature of the reducing gascs at a possible sacrifice
irr quality.

~~ When run 9 vas started, only onc gas gencrator functioned properly,
and. the reduction period had to be lengthened becausc of the smaller supply
of ges; however, it was not nccessery to double this timc, In this and in
all subscquent runs, material finer than 5/52 inch was rcmoved from the
chargc.
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Comparison of the results of this test with those of previous tests
show the beneficial effect of increased temperature on the consumption. of
reducing gas in relation to the quantity of metallic iron produced,

Figure 15 shows the reaction temperature, gas temperature, and utili-
zation of carbon monoxide during reduction. Normally the percentage of
carbon dioxide in the spent gas would diminish until it approached that in
the reducing gas. In other words, when complete reduction was achieved
there would be no further reaction, and the spent gas would have the same
composition as the reducing gas. The difference is attributed to the fact
that the temperstures in the reducer were Tavorable for the decomposition
of carbon monoxide, 2 CO~—=C + COps -

The occurence of this decomposition can be fairly well substantiated
by analysis of the sponge product, which often contained as much as 1.5
percent carbon. Another source of carbon is the decomposition of methane
according to the reaction, CHy,—=C + 2H,. Both of the above reactions arc
catalyzed by the pressure of iron, especially finely divided iron.

Screen and chemical analyses of test 9, percent

(Sponge~iron~ore reduction)

Size Welgnt | Motallic iron | Total iron|Reduction
WR RI | 59,6 4.5, 80,2
~5/8 45 mosh, eaves W341 60.8 75.4% 80.6
«5 410 Meee asnnnss, 20.0 58.5 73.9 | 78.9
~10 +20 meth, ya Sid 546 ! 59.2 T3545 78.1
-20 +30 Bh Lr py 2,6 i TL.7 ? 7h, 2
=30 +60 MOSH. suueuses) 348 er 65.6 1 12,2
BOBena as: 5B £ He2 2.1 _

In this test the best reduction was in the coarser sizes.

Runs 10 and 11. Data from these runs were discarded because of unsatis-
factory operation of the generators and plugging at the reducer inlet,
Moreover, the ore in the reducer lifted with each pulsation after about 3
hours reduction time.

It was then decided that at least 25,000 pounds of orc should be used
in all future tests to climinatc lifting of the charge. Heat requiremonts
would be greater for the larger charge, but it was considered probable that
better utilization of the reducing gas might be achicved if the neccessary
heat could bec supplied. The rosults of later tests confirmed this belief,

Run 12. Onc generator was used for the first 22 hours and two gener-
ators during the last 3 hours in an offort to incrcasc the rate of roduction
at the cnd of the test, but no improvement rosultcd.

The duration of the test was increased because of the larger charge
and with the expectation of cffecting higher reduction. Highcor reduction
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was not attained, but the ore was uniformly reduced. In view of the quality
of the gas and the temperature, the duration of the test probably was longer
than was necesgsary.

Run 13. The object of run 13, as of run 12, was to determine if the
rate of reduction could be increased by operation of both gas generators
during part of the run, thus reducing the total time required. Both gas gen
erators were used during the first 6 hours and only one during the remaining
13.6 hours. The percentage reduction obtained was slightly higher, but the
gas was of slightly better quality and the temperature in the reducer was a
few degrees higher. Toward the end of the first 6 hours, the pressure at
the reducer inlet increased, apparently because some fine material had accu-
mulated at the gas inlet and had cemented together.

. Removal of the sponge at the conclusion of the test was very difficult
because pieces of the sponge had stuck together and to the walls,

Prevention of sticking of the sponge in the reducer was difficult,
Placing several cubic feet of broken fire brick mixed with lumps of ore
about 4 inches in diameter in the reducer bottom and gas-inlet area only
partly solved the problem.

Run 14, Dense sintered orc was placed in the bottom of the reducer,
which 1s the hottest part of the chamber, No data of value were obtained.

Two of the important facts that had been established by operations up
to this point were: (1) The reducer should be charged full of ore to pre-
vent alternate lifting and dropping of the charge by the pulsating blast,
which caused disintegration of the ore and resulted in much’ of the powdered
material being blown through the upper reducer and out through the stack,
(2) When a full charge of 25,000 pounds of raw ore was used, it was almost
impossible to usc all of the reducing gas from both generators during an
entire test, coven though the minus 5/32-inch material was scrocned out.
This was duc to plugging of the gas inlet in the rcducer bottom, which was
causcd in part by the high velocityof the blast of hot gascs in the bottom
of thc reducer, which tended to pulverize the spongy orc, and in: part by
compaction of the weak ‘sponge by the burden of the overlying ore,

Run 15, It was thought that the two, generators could be used if pul-
sationwere climinated by throwing the pulsating valves out of operation,
since the cffect of the blast would be removed. Run 15 was madc to dcter-
ninc this,

The pressurc in the reducer inlet when two generators were uscd was 30
pounds a square inch, and thc outlet pressurc was 4 pounds, The resistance
of thc charge was 26 pounds, Unfortunately the charge stuck in the rcducer
and had to bc taken out by hand after it was sufficicntly cool. A few hand-
picked samples from the bottom of the reducer showed 95.7-percent reduction.
Those specimens were recognized as reduced gocthite. An average of the :
wholc charge showed only 78.7-pcrcent reduction. It is reasonable to assume
that rcduction at the ‘gas inlct would bo greetest becausc this is the zone
of highest tomperaturc.
1060- 5
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No evidence of channeling was observed, and gas had apparently permeated
the charge uniformly.

Temperatures were mach too low for rapid reduction. In an attempt to
increase the temperature further, alterations were made to allow the burning
of more gas in the surge tank at further sacrifice of the quality of the
reducing gas.

The results of this test indicate that the value of pulsations of the
reducing gas is doubtful. Additional investigation is desirable.

Run 16. Only one generator was used. The top pulsating valve was
kept open only wide enough to maintain the pressure at 38 pounds a square
inch, The inlet gas pressure was maintained at 48 pounds, giving a 1lO-pound
differential through the ore bed.

Unfortunately all gas samples from this test were lost, but it may be
assumed that the average composition of the reducing gas was quite similar
to. thet..of rw: 17.

In this test the rate of consumption of gas in the surge-tank burner
was approximately 175 percent of that in the preceding test. - The effect of
this additional heat is shown by the increase of temperature of the reducing
gas from 1,368° F, at the entrance to the surge tank to 1,660° F. at. the.’
oxide

Although the reduction time was longer than in all but one of the. pre-
ceding tests, the vclume of reducing gas used was less then in any other...

The percentage of reduction in tests 15 and 16 was practically identical,

Again no evidence of pronounced channeling of the reducing gas was. found
in the oro bed.

Run 17. For comparative purposes, run 17 was made with conditions as
ncarly as possible the same as those of run 16, cxcept that the rate of pul-
sation was decreased from six pulsations a mimute, which had been uscd in
carlier tests, to three pulsations a minute becausc it was thought that
this might result in greater utilization of the reducing gases. The roduc-
tion obtained in run 17 was only 73.7 percent. Although two tests do not
justify a definite conclusion, the results indicate little difference in
reductions duc to pulsating gas stroams.

Run 18. This run was made to detorminc the cfficiency of the utiliza-
tion of gas on a closely sized calcined orc. An ore that had becn given a
scmimagnotic roast and sized to minus 1/2-inch plus 5/32-inch was tricd.
The results are shown in table 3,

Although a somcwhat lower reduction was obtained in run 18, less natural
gas was uscd to a ton of metallic iron produccd. This indicates more cffi-
cient utilization of gas. Thc over-all timc was the samc as in the previous
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run. Average temperatures were a few degrees higher, but hardly sufficient
to ‘explain the increased efficiency. More time and gas may have been needed
for greater reduction, since more ore was charged because calcined ore
weighed more a cubic foot than the raw ore.

Tt may not be safe to draw definite conclusions from run 18 since two
conditions were changed. The ore was closely sized and had been given a
semimagnetic roast. The roast had resulted in partial conversion of Fey0Oz
to Fez, with consequent decrease of the volume of gas necessary for con-
version of the oxide to metallic iron.

| "Runs 19 and 20, These runs werc designed to show directly the effect
of temperature by comparing a high-temperature, low-quality ges with a
lower~temperature, better-quality gas, all other conditions being held as
nearly the same ag possible, The gas produced in the generators, however,
was not of exactly equal quality in the two tests,

Analysis of reducing gascs during tests 19 and 20, percent

hh Tn oD
, Surge=tank | Surge~-tank

Gas _._ dsperator| out Generator| _out
HoOgpooqeoqqes 1.8 e %.,7
COneapoecersas Be? i 2.4
Ilium. espegee 6 oJ
Deans ssssssse ° i
Hoeseososnnoes 25.6 28.2
DO0uaseseyvenns ¥ 1k,6 ol 4.5
ColGeoesnosses - =
CHieeeosesssne = pI yw Py
Hoesoooeoonsss 20D 45.5 ged hh, 3

Temperature, 1,2351° F. 1,711° F. 1,249° F. . 1,595° F.
Gas burned in surge tank :

a minute | 28.4 ou, ft, com Te D0 ae. Th.

Data from these tests show the effect of rate of the burning of gas in
the surge tank burner on the quality and temperaturc of the gas sent to the
reducer, ‘The higher temperature gave greater reduction although the quality
of thc gas was slightly poorer.

Run 21, To determine the effect of increased rcduction time on the
cxtent of reduction, run 21 wds continued through 28 hours, other conditiors
bcing held constant.

Comparison of results of runs 19 and 21 shows that the extent of rcduo-
tion was the same in both and that the longer duration of run 21 was without
cffect, Apparcntly an equilibrium for the existing temperature and quality
of gas had becn reached at a reduction of approximately 82 percent.
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To determine the efficacy of the process in the treatment of ore in
larger sizes, approximately 1,500 pounds of lump ore sized from minus 7 to
plus 3 inches was placed on top of the charge for run 21. The reduction
was nore than 80 percent in all lumps. The photograph in figure 16 shows
that a lump of ore was practicelly the same shape after it had been reduced.
The cracks and checks that developed during reduction permitted easy access
of the reducing gas to all parts of the lump, and it can be considered that
the reduction was practically the same for the lump ore as for the finer
sizes,

The treatment of this ore in larger sizes would have the following
advantages: Part of the crushingcould be eliminated, and the quantity of
fine ore to be pelletized or sintered would be smaller; less fine material
would be lost through the stack; tho resistance of the charge would be re-
duced, and it might be possible to operate both generators and both reducers,
thus increasing the capacity of the plant. The length of time allotted to
the program unfortunately did not permit a thorough investigation of the
treatment of lump ore.- »

Run22, This run was made to determine the minimumtime required to
obtain 80- to 83-percent reduction, This was accomplished in 22 hours 10
minutes.

The generator operated at a slightly higher temperature during this
run, and consequently more heat was aveilable throughout the whole system.

During the last 4 hours of this run, a. bad leak in an expansion cou-
pling connecting the surge tank with the reducer caused the logs of approx-
imately 25 percent of the reducing gas. Sinec 82,7-percent reduction was
obtained, it was safely assumed that the ore was at that time already re-
duced to its ultimate state.

Runs 23 and 2h, These runs failed becausc of mechanical difficultics.

A‘program was then outlined to test the effect of passing the reducing
nasecs through a bed of incandescent coke to convert the water vapor and
carbon dioxide to hydrogenand carbon monoxide according to tho following
water gas and carbon dioxide rcduction reactions,

(1) E:0 + C CO + Hp 75, 540LL/ Btn. o°1y, mot, at 60° F.

(2) Cop + C 200 -74,725%2/ B.t.u. a 1b. mol, at 60° F.

Both of these reactions arc cndothermic and a proportional amount of
neat must bc added to sustain the rcaction.

The design of the surge tank was such that the inlct reducing gases
had to be mixed with thc combustion gascs and then passed through a bed

11/ Work cited in footnotc 5, D. 17k.
12/ Work cited in footnote 5, p. 102,
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Figure 16. ~ Large lump of reduced ore.

Figure 26. - Some ingots and casting made from sponge iron melted in
the electric furnace.
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of coke. Materials to withstand the temperature in the surge tank for this
method were not available, Iron pipe was used, but it lost its strength
and parted at connections, causing leakage and failure of pagsage of the
gas through the coke, Refractory materials- were difficult to construct in
odd: shapes, tended to check and crack, and failed because of leakage.

To determine the effectiveness of the use of coke, the combustion gases
Tron the surge-tank burner must be compared with the same gases after pass-
ing through coke, “Table 4 shows the composition of the gas when various
volumes of air and gas were burned.

TABLE 4. - Gas from combustion of several air - natural-gas mixtures

percent (dry basis)
. Surge~-tark

Quantity of air ; | outletand gas burned I" me; Op Hp |© atig om] 1, | temp., Fe
£00 o,f.n. air, 35C.t.m. TT Co
‘nthe (BBs swnsandie reese ss 8.2] 0.7! Sioine 1,675R200 o.Lomy air, 56 cfm

NEL, GOB evadacinsessvs » HIS para, 169,11

300 c.f.m, air, 50 c.f.m. | fa
nat, S08 s00sev00ssv0see A4113,8 2.8 317309) 1,875300 c.f, air, 54 c.f, Fa pe
nab, gBSesuseenviassense 3,16.6 110.8 | 0/66.5]300 c.f.m, air, 60 cof. po |*afnob, ZAS4e es ehe stdin as 219,930.51 0,511 ,6165,5] LL

~~ Table 5 shows the result of passing the products of combustion through
the bed of coke. By passing these gases through the coke, the carbon di-
oxide was decreased while the hydrogen and carbon monoxide were increased,
These reactions, however, were accompanied by a decrease in temperaturc.

TABLE 5. ~- Gas obtained after passing combustion gases throu
incandescent coke, percent (ary basis)

- ) ~ Surge-tank

Quantity of air i | outlet
and gas burned =, . ' Blum, | Op! Hp | CO lcoti6] omy| No temp., °F.

200. c.f. air, 35 Cof.ms a
‘nat, £08cevsaverevnvere | oo Jo-0lar.8 9 1.1/0.0[62.2] 1,600

B00 cfu, 2iy, 50 o.f.n, | fu 2 a a
: nat. BBSyne swab enn ons x ie .0i20.0 14.6 | 1.5! J0i160.2 1,550
100-¢c,fom, oir, 17.c.05m, Tn atin | cnn smth i

eg OT IR } 21336,7:1h 0 1 J .0163,.%: 1.960
Table 6-shows the effect of passing generator gas mixed with combustion

gas through the bed of coke.
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TABLE 6. - Gas obtained after passing both generator gas and combustion gas
through incandescent coke, percent (dry basis)

Surge=-tank
Cy | | i i i outlet
[os [T11um, | Op | Hp | CO iCoHg | CH), | Mp emp. , °F.

(a) |
Generator gas before reaching i ; |
ogo DORiieve i iis es iduies L.3) 0.0 {0.1!%2.1 6.6] 0.217.2 42,5
Mixture of combustion gas | | | | Hm

and generator gas after | | } A ; (HE |
passing through coke bed,, 1.71 1 | ,1i20.616,5/ ,7:i6,245.1' 1,550

Note: Combustion gas was produced by burning 100 c.,f.m., of air with 17 c.f.m.
of natural gas. Generator gas, approximately 750 c¢.f.m. of the compo-
gition shown above,

(b)
Generator gas before reaching | ss | i

coke Ded, su dsveiss subs dusis 12 0.1 |0.%|31.6116.1! 0.1/7.7 42.8Mixture of generator gas and | 9 :
combustion gas after pass- | foal J er )
ing throush eoko beluesess 2.2! ,0 | J4'20.015,01. ,Bi8,5:45,0! 3,595

Note: Combustion gas produced by burning 200 c.f.m. of air with 35 c.f.m. of
natural gas. Generator gas approximately 750 c.f.m. of the compo~
sition shown above.

(c)
Generator gas before reaching ' ; ; Co

COLE DeQenvsecssssnvnssvns Ped.) 0.0 | 0.0131.6 16,5! OuTiTe3 h2,5
Mixture of generator gas and ; | ei

combustion gas after pass- | ;
ing, thyounh coke Dofeessse ied. sed. i. 2006.5 16.8 | «65,6 47,6! 1,540

Note: Combustion gas produced by burning 300 c.f.m. of air with 50 c.f.m. of
: natural gas. Generator gas, approximately 750 c.f.m, of the compo-

i: sition shown above, oo _ i

Table 7 shows the comparison of gas composition when generator gas was
mixed vith combustion gas not passed through coke, and with combustion gas
passed through coke.

TABLE 7. - Comparison of gas mixture not pass through coke and
same gas mixture passed through coke

rll Analysis, percent (dry basis)
C02 (I1lum, | 02! Ho | €O 1 CoH, | CH) No

Generator gasl/ before rcaching |  _ Co
coko DEAessssssscocscnscsocsncsncccces 1 Lait | 0.0 10.1152.516.5) 0.0{8.0 41.7

Mixed gas2/ not passed through coke....i2.1! 1 | -41128,6115.7| 9i5.1 47.k4
Mixed pas2/ passed through COKCeeseeess 240: 1 ! oh 125, 1 35,5 615.1 45.9
1/ Generator gas approximately 750 c.f.m. of the composition shown above.
2/ Generator gas mixed with products of combustion resulting from burning a

mixture of 36 cu. ft. of nat. gas and 200 cu. ft. of air.
1069 SrCr
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A series of experiments was made to determine the gas composition
obtainable if generator gas and combustion gas were mixed and not passed
through coke. Results are shown in table 8.

TABLE 8, ~ Effect of mixing generator gas with combustion gas and
not passing through incandescent coke

TT ___analysls, percent(dry basis)
Lt Tllum. | Op | Hy | UO 1uoHA 1H, il

Generatorl/ eeo0s0c0sesransoe je ) {116
Mixed oases escsccvesccssonee y i 50d

Generatorgasl/u.vucsusssens iP ay
Mixed gas sceovesss0ceecosso fe 2 f : | %7.9

Generator resl/ secs snocesses Nn. i. 7 nd 41.1NiZEtEEEsevrererrerenann: Bobircee.on Ban lak 1485
1/ Generator gas approximately 750 c.f.m. of the compositions shown above

in each case, j

2/ Genérator gas mixed with products of combustion resulting from burning
a misture of 54 c.f.m. of nat, gas and 300 c.f.m. of air.

3/ Generator gas mixed with products of combustion resulting from burninga
mixture of 60 c.f.m. of nat. gas and 300 ¢.f.m. of air,

L/ Generator gas mixed with products of combustion resulting from burning a
mixture of 35 c.f.me Of nat. gas and 200 cfm. of air.

Use of Coke for Improving Quality of the Gas

Petroleum coke sized to minus 2=-inch plus 3/4-inch wes used. In each
case the bed of coke was 6 feet in depth at the beginning of the experiment.
The volume diminished during the conversion, leaving progressively smaller
emounts of effective reducing material. Time of contact of the gases with
the coke varied according to the specific test; the greater the volume of
combustion gases used, thc shorter the contact period. Temperature of the
coke and gas at the time of contect is more important than time in the con-
version of water and carbon dioxide into hydrogen and carbon monoxide if
the contact is efficient. The temperature in the bed during the tests was
approximately 1,850° F, Higher temperature would have beon desirable for
greater conversion, but the following factors were believed to set practical
limits:

l. It was doubtful that the cquipment available could withstand
localized extrome temperatures.

Ee A higher temperature required introduction of morc combustion gascs
and hence morc nitrogen, which decreased the total percentage of reducing
gascs by dilution.

3, Too great a velocity of combined combustion gases and generator
gases cntering the coke bed might cause the light particles of coke to be
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suspended in the gas. This would tend to pulverize the coke and cause it to
lov with the gas, with possible plugging of the gas line at any of various
noints,

4, Ixcess volumes of gas flowing through the coke tended to channel
and. prevent the desirable gase-coke contact,

D&gt;. The greater the gas conversion necessery, as brought about by
using more combustion gas, the greater the volume of heat required to sus=-
tain the reaction.

A compromise of the desirable and undesirable factors therefore had to
be made, After a study of the foregoing tables and a resume of the operating
conditions, it was decided that optimum conditions would prevail when the
products of combustion from 200 c¢,f.m. of air and 36 c.f.m, of natural gas
were passed through the coke and then mixed with the generator gas.

Run 25, After over-all consideration of these results, run 25 was
made with the surge-tank burner set at a rate of 200 cubic feet of air and
56 cubic feet of natural gas a minute and an air:gas ratio of 5.5 to 1.
The products of combustion were passed through coke,

Bun26, This run was almost a duplicate of run 25. The reduction was
practically the same, but the volume of gas sent to the generator in pro-
portion to the weight’ of metallic iron produced was slightly lower in run
26 than in run 25. The temperature was slightly higher in run 26 because
nore gas was burned ih the surge tank.

In both runs 25 and 26, the combustion geses and reducer gases were
passed through the coke.

Run 27. Run 27 was started with the intention of passing only the com~
bustion gases through the coke, After 7 hours 35 minutes of operation,
shutting down was necessarybecause of mechanical troubles with the air
compressor. Analysis of the sponge showed 79 4=percent reduction in the
reducer bottom and 57.2~percent at the top of the charge. Samples taken at
intermediate points were reduced in proportion to their relative position
in thc chamber.

Run 28, This run failed because thc coke was blown into the line
leading from the surge tank to the reducer and shut off the flow of gas.

Run 29, Catalyst instead of coke was used in the surge tank. The ore
was heated with &amp; reducing gas. The temperatures in the surge tank kept
increasing until it was fcarcd that the thermocouples would burn out.

It was thought that increasing the volume of gas might cause cxcoss
carbon deposition on the catalyst and ore and that diminishing both air and
gas would lower the heat input to the point where no heat transfer to the
orc could be cffected.. Finally a large excess of air was uscd, and this
also resulted in continued risc of temperature, The original air:gas ratio
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vas set at 6 : 1, and heating was continued until theore temperature
reached 1,900° F, Meanwhile the bottom~-zone thermocouple in the reducer
had broken because of the high temperature and the burden of the ore charge.
Although the reduction proceeded without apparent trouble and high reduction
temperatures were maintained, it.was later found that the ore had fused in
the reducer bottom when the oxcess air was used to cool the surge tank,
leaving only a small channel through the center. Consequently, the data.
were not informative,

Run 30, The final run 30 was made on beneficiated Minnesota ore which
had been converted into nodules of minus 2-inch plus. 1/4-inch size. The
ore was heated to nearly 2,000° F. before the reducing gas was introduced
into the reducer. Again the generators failed to function properly. In an
cffort to obtain some data of value, the surge-tank burner was adjusted to
a 2,50 : 1 air:gas ratio and uscd as a generator -without the benefit of pre-
heated air and gas.

Average reducing-gas snalysis during run 30

Gas Percent by volume
HO 0
COo on 2.8
Illum, of
Op A
Hy 5 1.7
Co. 10.2
CoHg oH
CH), 18.0
No - 48.8

Average temperature during run 30, °F,

Surge~tank outlet.... 1,806
Botiom zonGeesesssese 1,564
Middle zone,esvesenne L402
Top ZONCoeessssenssess 1,380

The duration of the test was 15.5 hours, -Removal of the ore was very
difficult as it had to be removed manually by hoisting out through the top
of the reducer. Particles on the top of “the charge showed virtually no
reduction but the reduction increased to'82,7 percent in the bottom.
Sticking was caused by the high preheat temperature bofore reduction.

ReductionReactions
Calculations for reduction rcactions can be made only if several

assumptions are accepted.

The tomperaturc of the reducing gas was khown.to.be. higher than the
temperature of the ore. The temperature of the ore was highost in the
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bottom zone followed by the middle zone. The temperature of the top of the
ore was not known with accuracy since the ore generally shrank during re-
duction and the top of the charge dropped to about 6 feet below its original
level, thus leaving the top thermocouple above the ore.

A close approximation of the true ore temperature may be calculated
from the average of:

l, Surge~tank outlet

2. Reducer bottom zone

3, Reducer middle zone

L, Reducer top zone

Another assumption is that the temperature of any given zone can be
averaged over the length of a run. Since the ore temperature was always
higher at the beginning of a test than at any subsequent time, the assump-
tion that an average can be taken is conservative.

Finally the assumption that the quality of the reducing gas remained
constant throughout the test must be made,

Therefore the temperature of the ore and the analysis of the gas used
in the following calculations are the averages obtained from periodical
observations during run 26, which are summarized as follows:

Calculations concerning total time required to reduce
iron oxide to metallic iron

(Gas analysis and temperature taken from run 26)

Reducing gas Percent by volume
HoOcesoossens 3
O00, vasnseses 241
Opeececvisene 0.2
Hoessooesocse 26.5
COussnvdotens 15.6
CHheovacseasne T.1
Nosessosoosse Lh, 9

Total, Sie 100.0

Ore," 25,000 1b.
Iron content, 50 percont = 12,500 1b. iron
Re-formed gas, 784% cu. ft. a minute
Re-forming conditions, 160 cu. ft. natural gas and

400 cu. ft. air a minute
Volume of re-formed gas, l.4 ¢ombined volumes of
. natural gas and air
Duration of run, 960 minutes (16 hours)
Average temperature, 15600 F.
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Data from:
American Gas Association, Combustion: New York, 1932,

208 pp.
Emmett, P. H., and Shultz, J. F., Influence of Gaseous

Thermal Diffusion on Equilibrium Measurements of the Fe-O-H
System: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 54, 1932, pp. 3780-3781.

Eastman, E. C., and Evans, R. M., Equilibria Involving
Oxides of Iron: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 46, 1924, pp.
888-903.
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2° (Fe0-Fe): See American Gas Association, Combustion: New York, 1932,
1, 208 pp.
“0
iF (Fe0-Fe): See above reference.
HO
2 (Fe,0,-Fe0): See Emmett, P. H., and Shultz, J. F., Influence of Gas-
1 eous Thermal Diffusion on Equilibrium Measurements of

the Fe-0-H System: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 5H, 1932,
co pp. 3780-3781.

Ky R (Fe50,-Fe0): See Eastman, E. C., and Evans, R. M., Equilibria Involv-
co ing Oxides of Iron: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 46, 1924,

Ss pp. 888-903.
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Calculations are based on reduction in two stages:

The curves of equilibrium in Iigures 17 and 18 show that the ratios of
Ho0 to Hy and COp to CO in gas in contact with iron oxide will be respec=
tively 3 and 2.k4,

(Fe;0y = FeO), K5 = Hy0 = 3.00, Ki = COp = 2.4
Ho CO

The gas from the generator already contains these constituents and it
will be chenged in its passage through the ore, by decrease of Hy and in-
crease of HpO and decrease of CO and increase of COp, to such extent that
these constituents will be present in the ratios given above.

For Kz _3.6+x =3.0,x =19.0
26.5 = %

3.6 +19,0 = 22,6 = 3.
205.5 a 19.0 Wi

For Kj, _2.1 +x w Dut, % om 10.0
15,6 -. X

leat = a05 =llh
15. = 10. 5e2

At equilibrium the composition of the gas will be theoretically:

Percent
HoO 22.6
CCa . 12.53
Oo 2
Hp TS
Co 502
CH), Tl
No Lh, 9

100.0

Theoretically, this composition would prevail if the ore was reduced
uniformly. This is not the case, however, since the ore in the bottom of
the reducer is probably partly reduced to metallic iron, while Fez0y and
FeO in some proportion may still exist in the upper part of the reducer.
Since all the Fez0y must first go through the Fel state at some period
during the reduction, the above calculations arc probably correct for the
first few minutes of the reduction. - As the reduction proceeds into the Fel
to Fe stage, part of the first gas reactions will not have been completed
and will lag into the second reaction. Thus the over-all average will com-
pensate and two-phase calculations are justified:

Hh

“0

abo L3
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Fez0y = 27.6 percent oxygen 72.4 percent iron

FeO ='22,2 percent oxygen 77.8 percent iron

100 1b, Fe is equivalent to (100 + 0,724) = 138 1b. Fez0y

100 1b. Fe is equivalent to (100 # 0.778) = 129 1b. FeO

Considering 100 lb, of iron:

138-129 = 9 1b. oxygenmust be removed in the FezOy to FeO conversion.
The total amount of oxygen to be removed to convert the entire charge from
Fez0y to Fel is:

12,500 x 9 = 1,125 1b. The volume of 1 pound of dry oxygen at 60° F.
100

and 30 inches mercury pressure is 11.82 cu. ft.13/

1,125 x 11.82 = 13,297 cu. ft, of oxygen to be removed.

The calculationof equilibrium shows that 19 percent of the gas was
effective in the reduction in the form of hydrogen and 10.4 percent in the
form of carbon monoxide or a total of 29.4 cu, ft. out of every 100 cu, ft.
of reducing gas is completely utilized,

Hence the gas utilized is 784 x 29,4 = 230 cu. ft. a minute. The
. 100

reactions (Hp + 1/2 Op = Hy0, and CO + 1/2 Op = COp) show that each cubic
foot of reducing gas utilized removes 1/2 cu. It. of oxygen. Therofore
250 cu, ft. of reducing gas rcmoves 115 cu. ft. of oxygen. The time re-
quired for the removal of oxygen in the reduction of Fex0y to FeO will De:

13,297 = 116 minutes = 1 hour 56 minutes
105

The curves of equilbrium show that the ratios of HoO to Ho and of COp
to CO for reduction of Fel to Fe will be:

Ky = Hp0 = 0.5

Xo = Cog = 0.5
CO

For Xi, 3,6 + X = 0.5, x = 6.4
26,5 =~ x

Sal + Ch = 10,0
26.5 = 6,4 20,1

13/ Work cited in footnote 5, p. 100. oT -
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For Xn, Bd sxw 0.5, x= 3.8
15.6 2X

2d + 3.8 = on15. ” 2.8 ll,

At equilibrium the composition of the gas will be theoretically:

T /2+: Percent

Ho0 :10,0.

Os . “2
H 20,1
cb 11.8
CHL Tol
Np Lh,g

~The total volume of oxygen to be removed in the reduction of FeO to
Fe is: Co

12,500 x 29 x 11,82 = 42,847 cu. ft.
i060" . oo »

= Of each 100 cu. ft. of gas, 6.4% + 3.8 = 10.2 cu, ft. is utilized in the
reaction. The volume of gas utilized a minute is:

784k x 10.2 = 80 cu. Tt.
100 :

Each cubi¢ foot of gas utilized removes 1/2 Cie IL. Of OXygon, there~
fore the time required for complete reduction of the ore, assuming this to
ba possible, iz: -

ve, 04 = 1,070 minutes = 17 hours 51 minutes:
40

Total time required is:

(Fez0y =~ FeO) 1 hour 56 minutes
(Fol - Fe ) 17 hours 2L minutes

© 19 hours 47 minutes

..Since 19.8 hours was theoretically required for cémplete reduction,
16 hours should show 16 = 81 percent reduction. This extent of reduction

19.8... |

was very.nearly attained as analysis of the reduced ore from this particular
test showed 80.0 percent reduction, This assumes that time is. directly
proportional to reduction which is not exactly the case. Since the calcu=~
lations have been based on both stages of the reactions proceeding at the
samc time, this calculation is permissible,

Under the conditions-discussed above, run 26 should have required
30,341 cu, ft. of natural gas for reduction of cach ton of metallic iron
produced, as follows: -
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12,500 = 6,25 tons of Fe in charge,
2,000

160 x 960 = 153,600 cu, ft, of natural gas used.

Reduction of iron oxides to metallic iron = 81 percent

6.25 x 0.81 = 5,0625 tons of iron produced in metallic form.

153,600 = 30,341 cu. ft. of natural gas used a ton of iron produced.
5.0625

The actual amount of gas used a ton of metallic iron, not including
that used in the surge tank burner, was 31,425 cu. ft.

Up to this point (16 hours reduction time) the actual results corre~
spond fairly closely with the theoretical calculations. Beyond this time,
with the reduction temperature and low quality gas available, it is be-
lieved that the rate of reaction becomes so small that an impracticable
length of time would be required to complete the reduction.

Equilibrium curves are not developed using time as a factor, and equi-
librium may not be established during the latter part of the reduction,
Actual gas analyses support this supposition.

,. The rate of reaction during run 26 is shown in figure 19. Also shown
are reaction rate curves (figs. 20, 21, and 22) for other tests with
various degrees of. reduction, Percentages of carbon dioxide and water
vapor are shown at any given instant during the test. The reacted gas is
the percentage in the spent gas minus the percentage in the meke gas.
Extensions of these curves indicated by the broken lines are rates pro=
Jected to satisfy the foregoing calculations. The curves probably become
asymptotic after 16 hours, As mentioned previously, carbon monoxide
tended to decompose toward the end of the test, and the formation of carbon
dioxide retarded the reaction rates considerably.

The total heat of reaction in carly tests was endothermic, while in
the later tests conditions were sufficiently’ ckothermic to maintain a
fairly steady temperature despite radiation losscs, Although calculations
for a thermal reaction balance arc not justified by the conditions of the
test, the following ore-gas thermal balance is calculated from data of run
26 for thc sake of completeness and theory.

The gascs entering into the cquilibriumhave the following partial
percentage analysis:

0 "5.8
COs Red
Ho : 26.5
CO +3546
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At 1,560° F. and under equilibrium conditions, 75 percent of the
hydrogen and Tl percent of the carbon monoxide will have been consumed to
produce additional water and carbon dioxide, respectively. The partial
percentage analysis Of the gases at equilibrium will be:

HO 23.475

Co 4,524

The heats of reaction (figs. 23 and 24) at 1,560° F, are -120 B.t.u.
a pound of FeQ for the hydrogen reduction and -35 B.t.u. a pound of FeO
for the carbon monoxide reduction,

The above tabulated analyses show that 19.875 percentage units of
hydrogen and 11.076 percentage units of carbon monoxide are consumed by
reduction of FeO) to FeO. Hydrogen therefore will pérform 64.21 percent
of the reduction and carbon monoxide will perform the other 35.79 percent
of the reduction.

The heat consumption incurred when producing 1 pound of FeO by re-=
duction with the gas mixture will be:

0. 6U2L x ~120 = ~]T.05
0.3579 x =35 = =12,53

Total ~89.58 B.t.u. a pound of FeC

Obviously, the first stages of reduction are strongly endothermic. .

Similar calculations may be made for the second phase of the reduction,
From the heat~of-reaction graphs it is seen that the FeO to Fe reaction
with hydrogen ils exothermic to the extent of 25 B.t.u, a pound of iron pro-
duced. The carbon monoxide reaction is exothermic at 1,560° F. and 295
Beteu, a pound of iron are developed. The equilibria diagram indicates
that 65 percent of the hydrogen and 67 percent of the carbon monoxide
available will be in the spent gas.

It may be assumed that the two rcactions, (a) Fez) = 3 FeO + 0 and
(b) FeO = Fe + 0, arc progressing at. the same time, afd that the second
rcaction may be considered under the samc cquilibrium conditions as the
first,

"The partial percentage randlysis of the gases at equilibrium for the
sccond reaction therefore will be:

0 12,875
Con 7.248
By i d7e008
G0. A052
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Comparison of the above tabulation with the partial analysis of gases
entering into equilibrium shows that 9.275 percentage units of hydrogen and
5.148 percentage units of carbon monoxide are consumed. by reduction of FeO
to Fe. Hydrogen therefore will perform 64.3 percent of the reduction and
carbon monoxide will perform the other 35.7 percent of the reduction.

The heat generated when producing 1 pound of iron by reduction of FeO
with the gas mixture will be:

0,643 x 25 = 16,075
0.357 % 295 = 105,515

Total 121.38 B.t.u. a pound of Fe

The exothermic heat produced by this second reaction is for 1 pound of
iron and is equivalent to 94.41 B.t.u. a pound of FeO. .

The over-all heat effect of reducing Fez0) to Fe is exothermic, and its
value is found to be 4.83% B.t.u. 2 pound of Feb or 6,21 B.b.u. a pound of
iron (by algebraic addition of the heat effects for the two reactions),

SIGNIFICANCE OF DATA AND OBSERVATION WITH RESPECT TO ESTABLISHED FACTS

The production of reducing gas was not entirely successful in that the
water vapor and carbon dioxide contents were too high for. good reduction,
Continuous operation of the generators was not accomplished, The temperature
of the reducing gas was too low for direct use in the reduction system. - .
Unless more time can be spent on the development of gas re-forming, some
commercial type of generator with well-established characteristics will be
needed, The presence of approximately 50 percent incrt nitrogen in the gas
increased the length of time necessary to obtain adequate reduction of the
ore, .

The loss of heat by radiation was very great. The replacement of lost
heat by burning natural gas directly into the reducing gas did not solve the
problem but provided enough heat to obtain 80 percent reduction before the
generators would fail. Thc plant had not becn designed with heat conserva-
tion in mind, and the heat losses were still cxcessive after a considerable
amount of additional insulation was instelled. In the design of a large
plant, extreme cmphasis must be placed on heat conscrvation.

Preheating of thc ore to above 1,900° F. before reduction generally
caused sticking of the charge in the reducer and discharging was difficult,
The design of the ore reduccr should be such that the inside would have a
smaller diamcter at the top than at the bottom. This would nccessitate the
installation of a specially designed pressurc valve with an opening equal
to that of thc bottom of the reducer.

A neutral or rcducing atmosphore must be available to protect the hot
sponge. Cooling systcms must be designed to cool the sponge and, unless it
can be disposed of immediately, a vory dry storage system must be provided.

1069 Lg -
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A pile about 4 feet in diameter and 2 feet in thickness had been set to
one side of the ground, This material was about 75 percent reduced and was
about 2 weeks old when a fine misty rain fell. When a dense vapor was
noticed rising from the pile, some heat measurements were made in holes of
different depths. Air temperature was 41° F,

Depth below
Hole Ho. surface, inches Temperature, °F.
Lovseesss 215 160
Lesoasses 5450 169
Be ess oc 2473 163
Sevsossne 213 153
Bi sessonse BeD0 203
Ts eeecese 4.25 204
Jecseseces 5.00 201
Be evo se 0 BeTS 194

Two gas generators at Longview produced a total of 1,570 cubic feet of
reducing gas a minute expressed at standard conditions, With the addition
of the combustion gases of the surge-tank burner, about 2,000 cubic feet a
ninute was actually available,

When using one gas generator and pulsations at the rate of three a 3
minute, 333 cubic feet-of gas would be admitted to the ore with each blast.
As soon as the outlet valve was opened the pressure was relieved and the gas
cxpanded. Enough gas was admitted under these conditions to cause lifting
of the ore if less than 20,000 pounds was originally charged. The lifting
cffect was not noticed when the pulsating valves were not used. Any future
plant design should provide for ¢limination of this factor.

Removal of the fine sizes from the ore charge is important because of
the possibility of plugging of the ges inlet.

When ore sized to minus l-inch plus 5/32-inch was used and both lower
and upper reducers were charged, the resistance was too great for satis-
factory circulation of gas with the cquipment available.

The tempcrature of the gas leaving the lower reducer wags not high
cnough to prcheat a charge in the upper reducer. Provisions for burning the
spent gas, which had considersble combustible content, in the upper reducer
would have to bo made to obtain a tomperaturc high cnough for immediate re-
duction after the lower charge was completed.

Since the orc was not removed as it was reduced, the most efficient
utilization of the reducing gas wes not possible. Reduction in the bottom
of the rocduccr would bc completed before reduction in the top was morc .
then about 50 percent complete. The ges in the upper. reducer should be
uscd for cconomy.
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Before the sponge iron was discharged, the system had To be purged with
neutral gas to eliminate danger of explosion. Ordinarily the sponge iron
was left in the reducer at the end of a test, and natural gas was passed
through it vntil it was cool enough to discharge, or below 400° F. Despite
these precautions, the very fine material dlscharged often heated spontan=
ecusly,

The tests definitely showed that ore sintered with coke and water at a
high temperature was inferior for reduction purposes because of the dense,
glazed surface of the sinter, Cr

The operating time required to produce sponge. iron 80 percent reduced
soemed to be about 13 hours, The actual time of operation depends partly on
the quantity of ore charged. If 25,000 pounds of ore. containing 12,500
pounds of available iron wae charged and.the reduction was 60 percent, 1 ton
of metallic iron was produced in 2.6 hours. The everage amount of natural
gas used in 13 hours was 190,31 cubic feet or 38,067 cubic feet a ton of
motallic iron. The amount of gas actually used in the reduction reaction
would be a smaller figure, perhaps approximately 25,000 cubic feet,

In the gas~-ro-forming operation about 160 cubic fect of natural gas a
minute was used. After mixture with alr, and allowing for an increase of
volume to 1.4% times the sum of the volumes of air and ges, epproximetely TOU
cubic feet of reducing gas was produced cach minute, Thercforc 25,000 cubic
feet of natural gas produces 125,000 cubic feet of re~formed gas. About 55
percent of this gas is not of a reducing nature, sO 56,250 cubic fect of
combined carbon monoxide end hydrogen was roguired in the reduction reaction
for each ton of metallic iron produced. Natural gas in Longvicw was sup-
plied for ® cents a thousand cubic fect. The cost for gas actually entering
the reduction wes sbout $1.26 a ton of metallic iron produced. Addition of
the cost of gas uscd for preheating and for the surge tank burncr makes the
total cost for gas approximately $1.90.

FACTORS AFFECTING OPERATION NOT DEFINITELY EVALUATED

More data on reduction would have been available if a reducing gas of
better quality had been obtained. Passing the gas through lacandcscent
coke did not improve it sufficiently to give satisfactory data.

The actual temperature can be approximatod by computation from known
conditions,t/ and in onc instancc in which this mothod was applied it was
found that the recorded tomporaturc was 92 degrees lower than the computed
temperature, The truc gas temperature may not be rccorded when the temper-
cture of the wells of the duct through which the gas flows is not the same
as that of the gas. Since no cxtoyrnal hoal is applied, the wall temperature
is undoubtedly lower then the gas tomporaturc. On the whole, 1t is belicvea
that the temperaturcs recorded were 50° to 100° lower than the actual tomper-
atures. The temperatures given in this report, however, arc those registered
by the instruments,

14/ Work cited in footnoto 5, p. 560,
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~ Much controversy has arigen concerning the value of pressure in a
system of ges and solids, This effect was not truly evaluated during the.
DIOgrall,

Two ‘rediiction tests, one with only enough pressure ‘to overcome the
resistance of the. ore and the other with pressure maintained by adjustment
of the spent-gas outlet valve, produced approximately the same qualityof
sponge. The pulsating mechanism was not used in these tests. In a third
test in which the pulsating valves were used, no appreciable benefit was
found on either the rate or the extent of reduction, Results of two or
three tests are not conclusive, and further investigation should be made.
The first cost of a plant operated under pressure will be high. Actual
operating problems will be increased and plant flexibility limited.

The time required for complete reduction was not determined. Techni-
cally this time should be known, but actually in commercial operation its
jetermination not be justified. Enough carbon is deposited on the sponge
during the reduction to complete the reduction of residual oxides if the
product is ultimately to be melted.

Orcs from different regions and of different types may havc special
characteristics. East Texas ore was used in ell cases except one. The
one test on Minnesota nodules was mede under adverse conditions and could
not be properly evaluated. Sintered ore may rcact similarly to some of the
more dense magnetites whieh are known tO be. reduced slowly.

In tho carlier reduction teste, the not heat of reaction was known to
be endothermic, since the orc temperatures diminished gradually until too
low for any precticel rcduction. Later tests showed cxothcrmic reaction
after conversion of the ore from the Foz0y to the FeO stage, as the ltemper-
ature during the FeO reduction stage was well-maintained.

CHANGES IN PLANT DESIGN TO ALLOW COMMERCIAL OR SEIMICOMMERCIAL OPERATION

The cost of operation was not dctermincd in the testing program. Much
timc was spent in redesigning and altering various parts of the plant, and
the actual costs would not have indicated the cost of a commcrciel operation.
It is belicved also that changes in design would have been desirable to
obtain morc satisfactory operation. |

To dotcrminc the chahgos nccessary and the cost of operation allowable,
an outlet for the product at a fairly definite ‘price should be cgtablished.
Because of the high phosphorus. content of the matérial, use in an electric
furnace docs not scom practical, and no other market is known. For thesc
rcagons the following discussion is based on consideration of the factors
that will assurc satisfactory operation .rathor than on thosc that will
pormit production for a known market at a definite pricc.

Assuming the retention of two of the principal fcaturcs of the Madaras
process - use of rcducing gos under Pressure and pulsating feed of the gas =
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certain changes in operation will be necessary. The guality of the reducing
gas must be improved.

In the process that has been tested, natural gas is partly burned with
air to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This reaction is exothermic
but not highly so. The quality of the reducing gas is impaired by the
large volume of nitrogen added with the air. It is believed that better
results will be attained by a reaction.between natural gas and steam to pro-
duce carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The carbon dioxide produced and a large
part of the unreacted water vapor can be removed and a reducing gas pre-
pared that will consist essentially of the desirable gases, carbon monoxide
and hydrogen. Although oxidation of natural ges with steam is a strongly
endothermic reaction, the low price of natrual gas as a source of heat may
make the process practical,

Another change of importance would be redesigning of the discharge
system of the reducer. A means would also have to be provided to cool
large quantities or reduced iron guickly after discharging.

A schematic disgram for a more suitable operation is shown in figure 25,

Natural gas and steam are mixed and delivered to a generator, which
produces hydrogen and carbon monoxide in volumetric ratio of 3 : 1, respec
tively. Residual water and carbon dioxide are removed in cooling and
scrubbing towers, and the gas passes to a receiver, After compression, the
gas is stored in a large gas holder. If the pulsating valves are to be
used, one of them will be placed on the outlet side of the gas holder. In
the original plant design, the pulsating velvc was in the hot-gas linc and
had to be water-cooled with resultant loss of heat, Two heat-recsisting
alloy colls are provided to prcheat the gas to reduction temperature, The
gas may bc preheated in both coils at once or in only onc at a time, Dupli-
cate coils should be uscd to allow for repairs to cither. The gas is admitted
to the reducer bottom through well-insulated pipe. The other pulsating
valve is installcd on the outlet side of the roduccr, Either before or after
reaching the valve, the linc is tapped to withdrew part of thc spent gases,
which have an apprecizble smount of unused combustible goses after the re-
duction passcs the Fez0y to FoO stage. This gas moy be used in scveral
places. If ncccssary, it can be onriched with natural ges for usc at the
boiler or gas-prcheating coils unit, A part of thc spent gas may be di-
roeted to the cooling and scrubbing towers and reuscd, The remaining part
could be burncd with air in the upper reducer to prcheat the next ore charge,

Shown below the reducer erc the cars for receiving the finished sponge
iron. Rccciving cars moy be dosignod so that the orc may be cooled with
naturel gas. In turn, gas leaving the cars should be stored for reusc of
enriched with natural gas cond burned at the boiler.
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Estimate of Capital and Operating Costs for Smell Commercial Plant
(Capacity, 100 tons a day)

Adequate data for the close estimation of cost of production of sponge
iron by a modification of the process described in this report are not
available, The following estimates are based upon such data as can be
obtained; they are not, proposed as definite figures but only as an indica-
tion of the order of magnitude of the costs, The investment cost is based
upon the use of equipment already available at the Madaras plant as far as
this adapteble tc the proposed process, For example, crushing and storage
equipment is available.

Estimated Ges-~Plant Investment Summary

Estimated cost of gas plant to produce &amp;pproximetely 3,000,000 cubic
feet .of reducing gas a day.

2 generators rated at 90,000 cu. ft. an hr. $35,000 ecach.sesss $ 70,000
2 blowers end motor drives, 10,500 foot at 60 InchoS.eessseess 7,500
Control INS Er UNEIIES sv svness vas sis vase sor scoeneesasesens seme nes 1,200

2 boilers, 150 h.p. cord Ue MEI a IRIEL AN 19,000
Cooling end condensing SyStelesescsesnscsssoccsssesosssssess 10,000
Relief helder, 100,000 cu. ft. capacityceesesensecssessasses 25,000
Wash gag, Piping... soo 344s re ss ccessssesssvecescecnesenee .: 7,500
Plootris power end Lied iii sii dived cacinideees 30,000
Genersl, piping, water, steamahd HeWoYS sews vs'svessressessss 12,000
Carbon removal sunp * in o STR TEREST, Pa . ees sense kt ,000
Water supply for cooling. SEIS tess oh i” eo . eosces viva ese 8, 000
Hous ing... 20000 Rt i ois ‘ EWE oid oe JeESeeTe cease sesae oh * i 8,000

Total.ee.ae 00 esse 9 ee ired * iid ide ® rE ts e000 es oe oe coe . 1 2s 200
Contingencies at 10 percent ‘of dovesees cee PEA LR 18,220
mn N 200,420

Engineering construction and overhead at 15 percohtesessss 30,003
$230,403

Estimated Opcreting Cost for Production of 1,000 Cubic Feet of Reducing Gas

Netural ggs.for re-forming, 275 cu, Tt) 2t'80,05 a 1,000 en,
. Fh. odds ifidiienadiadeissd ial iiiiiitiedesennendvasinns $ 0.0138
Heturel gag, for heating re~formers)’ 300° eh. fti at $0.05. ~~...

a 1,000 Cl. ft. Cinders LIANE iea ees eves .0150
Stoom, 18.1p., ot $0.20 0 1,000 ID. sessevecsssccrsssacsenvnsse .0036
Power, water, labor, maihtonchce, and misccllonCOUScessesses es +2000

Total. 08 6p 00 00 Sree as eins Sei Rue 0 o's eo rosso eese ince $ «102

The investment, in plent and ‘the operating cost required for removal of
water vapor, end, carbon dioxide must We 0ddcd to the costs for re-forming
gas. | Also, Af thc plant is to BS ‘Operated ‘ag o prossure system, further
additional investment is requirdd, ~ THESS ‘ddditiondl costs -of +o .complete
plant to produce gos virtually frec from water vapor and carbon dioxide are
listed below:
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Accessory Equipment for Gas Purification

Carbon dioxide removal unit, including ereCtioneseesscescsees $ 75,000
Ges veciveulsting and cooling eqniTmen te ce cove diva sessavsomvss + 95,000

Piping, pumps, and water circulating Systelmecesvecesccccscsse T5500
Compressor, including installatiONesesscsssccscsesssceccscses 35,000
Gas 0 LO O0" o iniv vii 6 TE A OE SU AAS BNE 25.000

Total equipment and. installation COStSevesssesosessasssssnsne $140,500
Engineering and contingencies, at 15 percentsssscessesscasces 21,075

Ls ER mr ar nn aa $381.575

Operating Expenses a Ton of Iron, Gas Plant Only
Reducing gas, including recirculation benefits, 30,000 cu. ft.

at $0,1024 a 1,000 Cle Lh 9 0000000009 060000608000000060060000 2.07
Pumping CXPEN CSCS 0000000000060 000060600600000000600060000060000000000 0.25
(On gorubbing ot 30.0% a 1,000 cues £5. recizonlatod.sesveeves 0.90
Investment at 15 percent, 365=-day JE8Illeevooss0e0css0eccsossoe 1.60

Total exclusive of reducing Plantbesesvressnessvonsesessveses Ses

Egtimated Reduction-Plant Investment Summary

2 ore-reduction chambers at $20,000 €8CHeseecccssssassssesses $ 140,000
2 alloy preheating coils at $5,000 BACH, us va satu samme tins 10,000
Ore handling and charging mechonishy eve ess creeds ssnosnsovesion 20,000
Insulating MELO LA) 5 oigtnin dine nioioiain aie tin s s 6s ses 4 4 060000 80tuteoee 10,000

Ore-cooling SYILOMy enna ves Tato esa visu santas s tates es sevens 10,000

Valves and pipe Fitlinggsesvenvssvssevivsssosssssrsnssessasene 15,000
Structural DEGOL BLS ine 0in e635 00 00 0 ens pies e600 emeiv ss ensaerive 60, 000

Control instruments and PailGing uses ss ssesss es suve evens see 24 500
Office and LEDOT BLOT sw nus wu sneineio Wins s didioitiois vo ¢ o wos wo Gov 6.0 suv 5,000

$173,500
Engincering ond contingencies ab 15 percefitisesesvssersveners + 25,009

$199,525

Operating Expense a Ton of Iron, Reducing Pkent Only

Iron ore, 50 percent Fe natural at $4.50 a ton Of ironeeceeees 9,00
Crushing and BlZINS enna s nr Ev Sa SEAN EET RON sey Ey Bd +05

POV 4 vo. 0n s wd 4000 ava wi abn NR vo Deities ont tine vie oo nie uieuitio ous oO

Na In On ONIC Cu cunt so suas nino co Has nosso eoesessiivss sinmnd +10

Personnel: I : ,

Superintendent and office OREINGOINGgs soives sno sso side ows vive 25
3 BOTONON  sinitin sina 50 4 0 PE LES eee C00 o alesis va SE CE err 20

6 POL ILOTS duis 0 4000e9s 4 0's 0's i0iein’s vil sole uses tees ire esss ose sns «33

6 JADOYOLD 4 sinn somimnniwnivinineisit § vieivinio sone sions nina s vines «20

3 RE a a BC Re «07
Iuvosimont ab 15. 0000onusu smvsvsssir ees ovate vss seevdies ees oF
BOBBY 0.0 ve va mt wnos on ous Ne 3 SH Trevis niin ve tie a edie $ hE
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The final analysis then shows the entire plant investment as:

Gas DIN bas ervsvnosvsesssnseee $230,483
Vapor and CCsp TEMOVAldesesvees ‘ 161, 57&gt;
Ore=~reduction plant. sesccoecses 199 1523

Totnlesossesssasusstssvenses $591,563

Operating costs on a 100-ton-a-day amortized investment basis show
that tie cost a ton of metallic iron produced. would be:

Gas-plant OPeratiOnvesesesssee, +$ L585
Ore reduction, including orgy.. - _11l.12

Cost a ton of Ironieivee ene? $ 16 «95

Equipment cost is estimated for newmaterial, At present it would be
necessary to use reconditioned equipment to obtain-eny reasonable deliveries,
Plant investment may be reduced somewhat by adopting used equipment wherever
possible,

ELECTRIC~FURNACE MELTING OF SPONGE IRON

~The behavior of the sponge iron in an electric furnace was investigated
by melting material of the following quality in a standard 1-1/2 ton acid-
lined furnace.

Iron, 2OLak ves ssvaniidone 15.2
iron, Beballic.vennursinse 53,0"
Percent reduétioNeecceess 33.0
InsOlubleg.soiesesenssav ikl
Carbon, FroBedinssisvonvs “1455

Attention should be given to the carbon content of the charge. Each
charge of 2,000 pounds contained 30.6 pounds of carbon. Other carbon was
added in heats 1 and 3. :

A log of the heats is shown below, followed by a discussion of the
experiments,

Heat 1 Heat 2 Heat 3 Heat 4

Total power used, kw,-hr. 1320 oxo... 1070 1000
Time, minutcs ee eo sesoeee 150 90 . 150 100
Charge, pounds

Scrap, pounds “os sierra 582 - - -
Sponge, pounds °.0 . ev evoee 2000 2000 2000 2000
Carbon, POUndS.vevannees 100 - 5 -
Org, POA. vessnsivess 20 25 95 -
Mill scale, DoundSs ese. 15 - - -

Sand, POU. ceuessineses 4 2 20 200
Limcstone, poundSeseesss 10 - - i
Forromangancsc, pounds,. 1h - - 8
Sllicomangencsc, pounds. - j2 ..p5 -

Pouring temperature, Oe 5 3100 "3000 2930 3050
Motel yicld, DOUMNAS..eeeee 1528 1429 1433 1387
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Res 1. 3925

Heat 1 Heat 2 + Heat3 Heat 4
Product analysis: |Coron, DOrCeNbisevesves. ded Qui ss+:Qh0.19Manganese, perceNteseees = 0e77 0.59 0.98 0.38

Phosphorus, percent..... : 0.119 0.156 0.159 0.150
Sulfur, porcenti..seecevaiiii 0,052 0.018: 00027 0.022
Silicon, pOrcenlecescens 1415 8,15 0.68 0.05

Metallic iron recovery,
Percents nssdnse vanes B01 100.0 100,0 100.0

Total iron recovery,  * ..
PELCON vs vn svisssmveniive. OO 01.0 - 80.3 88.3

Heat 1

Scrap steel and carbon were added to the sponge charge before melting
to help prevent any possible damage to the furnace by the action of iron
oxides on the acid lining, This proved to be unnecessary as there was not
the least indication of abnormal reaction with the lining. The time con-
sumed in making the heat was longer than necessary since excess carbon was
worked out with additions of ore and mill scale, In all tests the ore was
sacked in 100-pound burlap bags and pushed into the furnace, the temper=
ature of which was approximately 2,000° FP, At the ond of the charging
period, which was ordinarily 5 to 10 minutes, the charge had begun to get
sticky. The sponge conducted enough’ electricity to strike an arc but not
enough to start the melt efficiently. An iron bar ebout 1-1/2~inches in
diameter, placed just above the burden against two of the graphite clec-
trodes, started the current satisfactorily. A small molten puddle in the
middle of the furnacc sufficed to maintain an exc. After a puddle about
15 inches in diameter was obtained, the ore was worked from the sides to
the middle and so on until the entire charge was melted. There was mich
shrinkage during fusion.

All tests were similar to the procedure for melting iron turnings.

Low recovery of total iron and metallic iron was caused by lack of
experience in slagging the melt rather than poor metellurgical reactions.

When the entire charge was melted, visual examination of test speci-
mens indicated that more then 2 percent carbon was dissolved in the iron.
The carbon content was reduced to 1.35 percent by addition of ore and
mill scale,

Heat 2

Since no corrosion of the furnace lining had occurred in the first
heat, it was decided to charge the next heat without scrap or carbon other
then the 1,53 percent carbon in the sponge. High carbon persisted, and 25
pounds of ore was added to lower it.
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The pliosphorus content of the resulting metal was higher than in the
previous test because it had nat been reduced by diluting with low-phos-
phorus scrap. Practically no phosphorus entered the slag, which is to be
expected in normal acid-melting processes.

Heat 3

The sponge became stickybefore complete fluidity was reached, and 20
pounds of sand was added to heat 3 to determine if additional silica would
facilitate melting. No great improvement was found.

~~ The 95 pounds of iron ore added to this heat eliminated nearly all of
the carbon in the charge and 5 pounds of coke was added to bring the carbon
content to 0.34% percent. The degired analysis was carbon, 0.35 percent
(final, 0.%4); manganese, 1.00 percent (final, 0.98); silicon, 0.75 percent
(final, 0.68). This test demonstrated the case of controlling the alloying
clements except phosphorus.

Heat 4

In heat 4 an attempt was made to remove a portion of the phosphorus
by forming a large volume of slag. For this purpose, 200 pounds of sand
and 11 pounds of limcstonc were added. More limestone would have been
desirable, but it wes fearcd that the acid lining of the furnace would be
damaged if more werc addeds The ore was slagged as carly as possible after
semimolten conditions cxisteds In this way three slags worc drawn as carly
as possible, The final analysis showed thet very little phosphorus had
been romoved and the small quantity of limestone added was probablymore
responsible for the difference then the method of slagging.

surmary of Melting Tests

With experience and practice, the total power consumption probably
would be 800 kw,=hr. a ton of mctal produced.

Aftor 2,000 pounds, or slightly less, of the original charge was
melted, additional sponge could be added, thereby increasing the capacity
and output a kilowatit=hour.

In thesc tests the phosphorus was not removed effootivoly,

Carbon, mangencsc, silicon, and sulfur presonted no operating problem.

The foaming and boiling of the molten metal ordinarily caused by the
presence of basc-metal oxidos were not provalente On the whole, the bath
was quict, and the composition and viscosity of the slag werc normal,

The two greatest difficultics during the melt werc the bulkiness of
the charge and the stickiness when somimelted,

27 -1.069
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Castings poured were normal. Pictures of some of the ingots and a
casting are shown in figure 26 (fol. P. 36).

Corrosion of furnace lining and ladle was not evident,

CONCLUSIONS

l. A 25,000-pound charge of ore was reduced to about 80 percent in
13 hours. 2

2, Higher degrees of reduction were not obtained because (a) carbon
dioxide and water vapor were contained in the reducing gas in amounts suffi-
cient to retard the rate and extent of reduction and (b) proper temperatures
necessary for repid and efficient reduction of the ore could not be main-
tained, The first stage of the reduction reaction is strongly endothermic.
The heat requirements. of this reaction, together with the radiation loss,
is responsible for the decrcase in temperature at the beginning of each test.

3« Sintered orc did not reduce as rapidly as unsintered orc, Each ore
has a slightly different reduction characteristic, therofore, data obtained
in this investigation may not hold true for all orcs but rather maybe an
indication of the general trond of reactions under various conditions,

Lk, Tho valuc of pulsating the reducing gas through the ore charge was
not determined definitely. Tho tests made for comparative purposes did not
show any distinct advantage.

: D&gt;. Discharging the partly reduced orc was difficult, Some means of
preventing the orc from sticking and a rapid, casy, discharge method would
have to be developed in any commercial operation.

6. Sponge iron, about 80 percent reduced, is casily melted in an
elcctric furnace.
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A=275 October 13, 1930

¢4 Wall Nireet. Mew York City.

Dear Mr, Drew: SPONGE IRON

I record the views expressed to you and Mr, Weave

on Thursday to the effect that we should smend the Deppé-Husso

agreement to an pption to license and to include future ine

ventions by Deppé as well as Musso,

By the present agreement you place the Coroporation

in the position of withdrawing opposition in Peru by practically

confiscating the patent. You for £200 take an option to purchase

good for the life of the patent and forbid the inventor to license

anyone elso to use it, Incidentally, if Deppé states facts, the
United States has already allowed the esfitial claim and you have

no just ground for opposing his Peruvian apvlication if reason=

ably worded,

There is something fishy about this whole thing,
cannot see why Deppé would consider the agreement you have drawn

up and he has not to date produced the U, 9, papers, If you

make the changes I suggest you will get all you will ever want and

be in a much better position should we discover some unexpected

motive,

Very truly purs,

"i
AM



A-311 Hovember £041930

Mr, Co ¥, Drews Vice-Pres,,
fex~  . 1 Passe Capper Cordes
44 Tall Streets New York Gilly.

Dear Hy, Drew: grover IRON
I return herewith the Yovember 17th revision

of the Deppé agreement, I have no further suggestions to

make bevend the possible insertion of "now or hereafter”

before "made® on the last line ofthe {iret page,

Very tmly yours,

CM



A-287 getober 30, 10930

ie, 0. Ve Drews Vice-DTres..
G.  aPanco Copper Co¥pes
id Wall Direets Few Tork City.

Dear Mr. Drew: SPONGE IROR
1 return herewith the last draft of the Deppé

agreements The equities seen alli right, I have only two

suggestiohs,
Ta line 4 of paragraph "3" it would seem ne-

gessarh to insert "or improvementa thereon” after "Exhibit A®,
nome of the tenses in *1" do not strike ny

ear as in accordance with our meaning although I confess that

it is mot easy to grasp these two-hundred-word saatences withe

out coming up for air, Vhere we say "applications for pa-

tents have or shall have been filed”, do we not mean “have

been or shall be filed"?  Thefirxst construction seems to ime

ply certain time limits,
Very truly yourss

} MV



A-162,
61 Maiden Lane,

Mew York, N, Y., Nov. 13, 1928,

fe, Co VY. Drew,

ha Wall Ste, NewYork,HoTero Oe
Dear Mr. Drew:

I was mach interested in what Mr. Anderson had to

show regarding his sponge iron process.

I do not see that you can count on any great

amount of waste heat for heating the solution. Apparently

the roasting gases are used for preheating the air to the eil

burners and the only waste heat is the sensible heat of the

product.
Assume a specific heat of 0.17 for the product and

a temperature drop of 2000 deg. P. and there will de available

only 340 B.T.U. per 1b. of sponge iron. As 120,000 B.T.U.

are required to heat a ton of liquor from 60 deg. to 100 deg.

¥., you would require 340 lbs. of sponge iron to heat it.

On the other hand it may be not only a cheap but a

chemically active source of irom vhich may work in cold

solutions, and possibly afford a cleaner precipitate.

I recommend that a trial lot of crushed pyrite

calecine be sent to Perth Amboy for test, that experiments be



Mr, C. V. Drew, ~ - Sheet #2, - A-162, - Nov. 13, 1928,

made as to what sort of a flotation concentrate could be made

before roasting to see whether the lower furnace costs would

pay the value losses. Also that tests be run on the sponge

products as to their activity in solutions of various

temperatures.

Yours very truly,

Adx/B.


